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MISTER WILSON unit
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playing golf to reply
to Huerta, showing he
must be in earnest.

j
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EXICAN DICTATOR FAILS TO COMPLY

"MOTHER" JONES

IK
11

VILL ASK ICONGRESS TO AUTH:

D EGLAR ATI ON OF WA R IN

JOINT SESSIO i

t.

DELAY AND EVASION ON THE PART
OF 'MEXICO'S

PR0VISIO1L

HEAD

TO SPEAK

of foreigners
Chihuahua, Mexico, April IS. Plans for rh"
and foreign property in Tampico were agrei-i- ! uv $ yesterday by
Kissels at Tam-hthe. commanders of German, British and Am ::.'
I'
rebel forces
ch.
General
conference
with
Caballero,
in
pico
ooiu eyed to
operating against that port This Information- i
General Carranza today in a report from Cent.nhallero, who
telegraphed as follows:
"In the zone dominated by my forces there a solute respect
for the Interests of lorelgners. Commanders of 0 " .) u British and
American ships in the harbor visited me and at: the., rieuing conference, we agreed upon- plans designed not only to p.t.ect the lives
p.
wsub'le.
of foreigners, but their property aa well, so
I
"I will take positions as faras I can to remove ', .e fire of batr
tie from the sections occupied by foreigners ? iii i safety, and
also will try to keep the line of fire away from iwe: . owned huild- ings. It was, of course, understood that In .it i vo to attack
rt them into
some of these structures if the federals tried It co
rd sent you
places of defense.. You- may rest assured that any
J national
coin- to the effect that I might enhance the present
came from a traitor."
o

AROUSE ANGER OF VASHINGTO

THEV
CONVENTION
OF MAN WHO TRIED TO IN STATE
ADOPT PLANK FOR STATEKILL MAYOR M1TCHEL FOUND
PROHIBITION
WIDE
,
TO BE MAHONEY

-

v

No Promises Are Made, But Salute, if Fired,
Doubtless Will Be Returned

BAIL

TO CONGRESSMEN

IT

TO

RETURN

FIXEDATIS2503

EEYEEIEE

MADE HIGHER, '

DENVER IS

KM

NOT

TO

ECU

FORMER MEMBER OF THE UPPER
BRANCH OF CONGRESS
WILL RUN FOR SEAT

E JOCULARLY ASKS THE COURT
WHY THE FIGURE WAS NOT

SHE WILL ENDEAVOR TO GET A
HEARING BEFORE MINES
COMMITTEE

WILL

DRY"

NAME

COLORADO STRIKE LEADER PROPOSES TO TELL TROUBLES
TO THE PRESIDENT

Oonstiiisimnnimfo 17L
Gomaiichio If;.

INDIANA VOTE

IN COURT

CAPITAL

OND AY

AiAHD

IS

IN NATIONAL

PRESIDENT

SLAYER PROGRESSIVES OF

WOULD-B- E

POLICE ROOSEVELT

IS

FAYC7.EQ

SHE WILL CORPS OF DETECTIVES, LOOKING POINDEXTER RECOMMENDS THAT
FOR
HE BE NOMINATED
HIM OVER, SAY THEY NEVER
TAKE ACTION IN COURT
1916
IN
PRESIDENT
SAW HIM BEFORE
AGAINST CHASE
IS

UNDERSTOOD

P.
Indianapolis, Ind., April 18,
of the progressive
party,
crank who
convention here
state
at
the
assassinate
adopted
to
attempted
yesterday
the party
Mayor Mitchel ana in so doing this afternoon, pledges
for the elimination of all brewwounded Frank L. Polk, corporation
state and enBE AN ATTEMPT TO PROVOKE A WAR
HAY
counsel, was arraigned in the Tombs eries and saloons in the.
resolution now beHobeon
the
dorses
a
on
of
at
court
charge
today
police
The platform attacktempted murder in the first degree, fore congress.
and
He was held .in $25,000 bail for the the democratic administration
criticises its Mexican policy.
Belief Is Expressed in Washington That Huerta Hopes Thus to
action of the grand jury.
Statewide direct primary laws, short,
When the amount or the bail was
Boughton Makes Return
Unite the Contesting Factions in His Country Constitutalists,
for women,
equal suffrage
ballot,
IS.
Ma
Advocate
announced by Magistrate Sims,
Denver, April
Judge
of
elimination
ities.
ft riila for
However, Are Expected Not to Interfere With American
there was Edward J. Boughton of the National honey smiled broadly and said:
After this conference Mr. Bryant Tuesday.
'the
from
prohibpolitics,
Comes
Conflict
if
judiciary
a
reTroops
"Why not boost it a little? The
bfiSti with Guard of Colorado, today filed his
hurried back to the White House, a convi
ition of Injunctions in labor disputes.
mom the merrier."
turn to the writ of habeas corpus
i
where other cabinet officers had col- - internal
to
revis'on of ft,1"Ur Polk whs rHn
J
by the state supreme court on
lected, and the officials- discussed tb cost
tue
counsel
t
n,p
to
Mppiii'iiliou ji
from, tue mn-uWashington;, April 18. Huerta will closed their; offices and hurried
developments confidentially.
er .Wary Jones. The .writ w-re poet he will recover rapidly It no
salute the American Hag at Tampico the executive office in their motor
"The temporizins is ended." said f trouble wuh t United Slates in the
e
u auipic
turnable" today. Two days ago the complications develop,
He spent a to compel uie giving
Mexican
also
the
before 6 p. m. Sunday or President cars.
of,
one of the cabinet officers, who:
warring
uniting
hope
are
favored.
lockout
or
strike
a
As the president, Secretary Bryan is personally close to Mr. Wilson. factions in a common cause. Off- aged strike leader was released from comfortable night and seemed to be
Wilson will ge before congress In a
Another plank opposes the approval
auand
and
ask
for
Secretary Tumulty returned to "We have the punch, we know it, and icials here, however, did not expect the Huerfano county jail, where she greatly refreshed today.
session
Monday
joint
of
any treaty with. Colombia which
had heen held as military prisoner.
Before his arraignment Mahoney
thority to take such measures as may the White House their faces were we are going to deliver it. Huerta that the constitutionalists, with whom
for the payment of $25,000,- provides
in
his
return Major Boughton
In
was taken to police headquarters
be necessary. This statement was Is- very grave and they were silent All has had his last chance."
the United States has no quarrel,
to
000
country.
that
forms! the court that the release of where 250 detectives, all masked,
callers and those who had engage
sued at the White House today:
While the text of Huerta's message would be concerned in the quarrel
former United
J.
Albert
Beveridge,
'
Mother" Jones Was ordered by Gov 'looked him over." None of them was
unanimous
"General Huerta is still Insisting on ments with Ma. Wilson already were today and the president's reply were with Huerta.
was
the
senator,
ernor A. M. Ammons some days be- positive he had ever seen the man States
candidate for
as
doing something less than has been turned away with the word that "very not made publio, it- became known!
the
choice
party
Reprisal Is Next
fore the habeas eorpiis writ was is before. Mahoney was awakened at
demanded and such things are less grave business" was being considered. that Huerta contended that all of the
United States senator. Ha accepted
The president has not made known sued and that the governor's order to
a. m. after being allowed
four
m.
6
at
not
p.
If
Huerta
has
an
yielded
than would constitute
acknowledgnomination.
offenses for which the United States what plan of action to lay before con- remove the
troops from the strike dis hours' sleep. Until 4 o'clock this the
ment that his representatives were en- Sunday President Wilson will take asks apology have been apologized
A Roosevelt Boom
the discussion up to this trict included the release of military morning he was closeted with detecbut
gress,
tirely In the wrong In the Indignities the matter to congress Monday.
Senator Poindexter of Washington
for and that "He demurs at anything time has indicated that the next deciprisoners:
tives, who put him through a rigid launched a boom for the nomination
The scene which attended the morn further."
they have put on the government of
sive step would be one of those
M Hawkins, attorney for "third degree."
Horace
He explained that
was
dramatic.
the presivery
the United States,
ing development
Plenty of Ships
measures described by international Mrs. Jones, said that within the next when he bought the revolver he fired of Theodore Roosevelt at
"The president" has determined that President Wilson had gone, as is his
dential campaign of the progresa-lvOfficials pointed out that the naval authorities as "measures
of few days he would file a reply asking
short
yesterday, he told the man who sold
if General ttu'erta has ot yielded by usual Saturday habit, across the forces at Vera Crua and Tampico were
In 1916. The senator, after a
war," known as reprisal or pacific that the supreme court; take up the it to him in Jersey City that he party
he plays sufficient to
6 o'clock on 'Sunday afternoon, he will Potomac to a club where
discussion and attack upott
elaborate
carry out the president's blockade.
decase on its merits and render a
wanted to kill a rat."
take, the matter to congress on Mon-- golf. When Charge o'Shaughnessy's plans without waiting for the arrival
and republican parti3.
democratic
the
The pacific blockade is not favor- ciSSou as J whether or not the imMayor John Purroy Mitchel, who declared the progressives' presidential
day."
dispatches were deciphered and their of Rear Admiral Badgers fleet;-ably regarded as eftective, for while prisonment "waa legaL Counsel for
escaped an assassin's bullet nominee would have the support of
Secretary Bryan explained that the import became known to Secretary
The transport Hancock already, has it would put a restraint on the ships the United Mine Workers seek to sa narrowly
thinks a talisman given
yesterday,
hurried
president's statement meant Huerta Daniels and Mr. Tumulty, a
the great mass f tno- people. Tt
arrived at Tampico with 800 marines, of Mexico it would not assure a stop Cure a new ruling on the issues in him
when in Costa Rica brings him
would be obliged to guarantee the sa- - attempt was made to get the presi the
administration, no s- - ".
battleships Virginia, Connecticut
of foreign powers the celebrated Motyer decision under great luck. While thus : expressing democrat:)
lute without qualification by p. m. dent on the telephone.,' Secretary and Minnesota and the cruisers Dea in the shipping
dealt
effectually with current
had
which- th state claims authority to himself to friends last night Mr. Mit
with Mexico.
or International! questions be
national
Sunday, and that physical obstacles Bryan and Mr: 'Tumulty Started in- a Moines, Dolphin and SanjFrancisco dealing
therefore, has appeared :to maka .military arrests. It was stated chel displayed KiDttle gold Image of cause was bound
by "an unfortunate
might defer its being actually fired fast automohile'and whilftj they worn also are there.'" The cruiBfer .Chester Reprisal,
it
& today that :Mrs. Jones probably woijld? a frog' about an .inch and a quarter
furnished the method best-He denounced ia
"bjy that hour.
' ,;c i rushing across the Virginia hills 'Ae and the transport Buffalo'&lso-areja- t
issue,"
sectional
an ouuuno ouvu aa mo mud g& to Washington to appear before the long, which he carries, with his knife,
n
Witeon's etanJ
President
Huerta has reiterated his
White House telephones had succeed Tampico with the collier Cyclops.- ' uressing
particular
now being dealt wlta.
Reprisal is hotise subcommittee which investigat on one end of. hi3 watch chain. It is for
exempaoa
toha
for a simultaneous salute; ed in reaching, the. president, who
the
of
repeal
.
At Vera"Cruz are the battleships
It was one of the small gold tokens that are
President Wilson has Informed him hurried hack to the club house and Florida and" Utah and the transport usually carried out by the sequestra- ed the Colorado
of the Panama canal act.
clause
to
return
could
tion or seizrue of property belonging pointed out that she
dug out of old graves all through Cen
that the United States stands on the started for Washington.
"The democratic party, like the rePrairie, "the" Matter having a large to the offending state and hold it un Denver in time to appear jn person tral America and usually sold to tour
numof
Rear
demand"
Admiral
Mr.
and
original
Tumulty complement of marines.
Secretary Bryan
publican party, contains, great
til "redress Is given. International before the supreme coirt,.i further ists.
V';.
bouiiI
is
still
of
Mayo and that he m.ust accept, .imme- met the' prtjsldent out on a dusty
bers
progressives,
Rear Admiral Mayo commands the authorities hold this Is "a means of action instituted Dy .aer attorney.
;
"When this was giyeft tflj.ro, said hand and foot by an unfortunate secinuo
diately."
; road, atid' in tile sun of a bright blue ships at Tampico and Rear Admiral
on a wrongdoing state
the mayor, "I was told that it would tional Issue which impedes and cripSecretary Bryan prepared Presi day, the important dispatches were Fletcher commands at Vera Cruz. putting stress
CONGRESSMAN FLOOD WEDS
always bring me good Tuck;. I believe ples 'it as a governing power frora
dent Wilson's answer, which was to communicated and tne journe. was When Rear Admiral Badger arrives by procedure short of. war.''
the probablities, Senator
Washington, April 18. The first of it has."
Discussing
mediately sent to Mexico City. It said continued to the White House.
dealing effectively with current
he will take supteine command.
one of the administration's the notable Easter weddings in the
Simmons,
that unless. Huerta accepts the Amer
and international issues," pat
tional
The president went at once to his
The flagship ArKansas, with the
said the action of congress capital took place in All Souls' church
tba
leaders,
ican demands immediately , the plan study,, where, he wrote-histatement, other
Senator Pcindexter
ships with Admiral Badger, doubtless would be similar to that this afternoon, when Miss Anna V.
racial quest ion. ait
"The
for seizure of Tamptco and Vera Cruz giving Huerta until 6 o'clock Sunday were off
convention.
Key West last night, making
the war with Spain in Portner, a member of a prominent Vir
would be carried out without waiting night. He typed it Himself on his 11 and a
like an incubus upon it political ac
,
and at that rate taken before
Mexican
would ginia .family, hecanie tine bride of
TODAY IN CONGRESS
Cuba.
undoubtedly
for Admiral Badger to reach
Congress
custom
as
is
tivities. With complete control of taa
his
personal typewriter,
would reach Tampico by Tuesday.
Virthe president plenary power to Congressman Henry D. Flood of
waters. The plan for seizing Vera With important official
give
documents.
government it perptuated tne caucus
Orders from Washington, however,
On account of Mr. Flood s
saw
". Cruz also' includes the seizure of the
as
fit
ginia.
Mexicans
he
deal
with
the
as
Then, he decided that, .Inasmuch
system, denied the appeals of tiowt-putting the new fast ships under
official life as chair1& Senate: Not and hastened, like a disorderly toh,
.railways from Vera Cruz to Mexico, there probably would be no action forced draft would bang them into to uphold the honor of the govern- prominence in
April
Washington,
man of the foreign affairs committee in
as far as a trestle about 20 miles west before tomorrow night, to change
said Senator Simmons.
back to the spoils of patronage wi
session; meets, Monday.
on Monday, prepared for ac- ment,
Tampico
ot the house, as well a the bride'a
of Vera Cruz.
Former Attorney General Bonaparte the tlesTi pots of politics.
would also adopt a general re"It
his plans and go to White Sulphur tion if President Wilson has to lay
not t e-long residence in Washington, the spoke before the eisuals committee
While President Wilson's final mes- - Springs, W. Va., any way and bring
TliQ nmirrestiive Tarty
The solution broad in its terms, that
"before congress.
situation
one
the
of
as
looked
was
:
upon
MexicoOf 6.
to
a free hand. wedding
eage' was in transmission
the repeal of the Panama tolls lieve in distorting the lain.
Mrs. Wilson back to Washington.
fact that the senate was not in ses would give the president
events of the season. against
notable
most
i 5 of t;u
the
'
from
but
'orders
''
the
were
proi-flashing
City
treaty and deprive
exemption.
At the navy department, in the ab- sion today, having adjourned over un Authority to uphold the honor of the
the navy department, setting all the sence of
benefit of Use Panama ct0al. It rcr- House: Met at noon
who is in til Monday, was referred to by some iiat.?oii and to afford protection to
Daniels,
Secretary
SUFFS STILL ACTIVE
forces already in Mexican waters in
'James A. Gallivan, democratic rep- main for the democratic vari
Cleveland, O., to make some speech officials as the only reason the presi life and property would co;re within
18
The Bel- resentative from th Twelfth Mas,a-t-husftreadiness to enforce its terms., There,
Ireland,
April
Belfast,
would
ins voted for the to? Is fxemiu
the board of aides, which is the dent had not taken the Mexican the authorization that congress
rooms in Belle-vuwere no orders to the troops at Texas es,
tea
fast
sworn
was
corporation's
in.
it in their national V
would
decis
proved
district,
respond
executive arm of the service, went question to the capitol today. On give. Congress.
fire
'were
by
City.
destroyed
on
naval
on
the
was
Debate
the
gardens
resumed
stump, to now pror1
into session to mafte the finishing Monday there will he opportunity for ively and.' quickly: if the president
Hwaa extensive.
White House official announced
The
ive
the
damage
bill
with
RenreHia.l
to
today.
communi
It
appropriation
nece.vsary
should find
work
t'no
was
that unless Huerta saluted the flag ac- plans for moving shlpaand marines, Mr. wifrgn 1t ndfl.rfts.a,.trj.n..hjnnpjmd cate to it in this matter.
the
fire
of
Atnprt
the
The
all
police say
Witherspoon of Mississippi leading corny
There was no activity at the war de senate in a joint session in the hall
t: Use whims, Mt."K-cording to President Wilson's dethe speeches against increase.?.
of th of a suffragette arson squad.
Artitifhatrmnn
Shively
no
were
issued
orders
and
house.
of
the
s
mands aa soon after receipt of to- partment,
cfiu:
work Utk3 of
continued
eonnriittee
committee
Judiciary
relations
irm
for
senate
for the troops at Texas City.
Huerta Pickiivy a Row
I!
rsar-W'bill.
ccrslio
E
day's message aa was physically posonmibr.3
trout
0
the
IS
conPROSECUTION
(n
At the state department Secretary
Huerta's final defiance came as a hurried' to ilie White House and
- i HO pVO-En:;":,';,! cl
sible, action would be taken without
l.sinc'a coramif;c3 rcsur d con;
La.. April
Opelowns.
the president and some of
with
ferred
a
conference
hurried
some
called
and
officials
iMstlnct
to
.
Bryan
surprise
1
:n1 il
s:-1
1
r
I
a
any further exchanges.
IV
.1
n
n
I
far
of
f
i
f 'members,
lie read the 'TCiiUim toiler
Members of the cabinet were sum- with John Lind, the president's per confirmed the suspicions of others
.
H of
o'
i '
with aJ!y all ot i' f
official
"
of
excTtaiiKC'
dispatches
who
in
Mexico,
fional
never
of
that
who
belief
have
been
representative
moned to the While House for con
"
f
,v1:
C.
Wat
W.
dictator was sincere in his promference. Postmaster General Burle-6o- a had iust returned from an eight
of Vr i
oid Robert lnu. ir
in ft
(Continued on Page Four)
ise to Charge O'Shau'Anessy last
was the first to- arrive. Others months' stay in Huerta's country,

Washington, April IS. "Mother"
Jones may have a hearing before the
house committee investigating the
Colorado coal strike. Chairman Foster so announced today after receiving a request for a hearing from officials of the United Mine Workers.
Her testimony probably will be taken
here next week.

Mew York, April 18.
Mahoney, the
gray-haire-
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IS CASE

AVE ANOTHER

HEARING

X

P IT
P
Choir Loft

pastor.

First mass

Laa Veaa'Leadin Store

THE BROWNE
.

THEATER

n

VV

at 10 a. m.
'1 am not
to observe the
and Spanish at 8 P m, in Spanish at number of mensurprised
who come Into the store
3:30 p. m. Rosary au; benediction to purchase 'Mother's Friend,' " remarked
a leading druggist.
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.
The expectant mother if she hasn t
heard of tills splendid embrocation is
m.
.
probably not reading the papers to much
Sunday school tor Engllah speak- extent. And if she does It is a happy
children
thought to send hubby to the drug: store.
ing and Spanish speaking
Mother's Friend" is applied externally
every Sunday at 1:30 p. m.
over the abdominal muscles.
It la a gentle, soothing lubricant, pene
trates to the fine network of nerves
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR- beneath the skin and has a marked
ROWS Rev. Paul Gttberton, pastor. tendency to relieve the muscular strain
to which these broad, flat abdominal
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun- muscles
are subjected. The cords, ten
ligaments are thus permitted to
day excepted. Second mass S.80; dons and
without the corresponding surface
sermon In English, hymns rendered stretch
strain so often involved during the period
by the children under the direction of expectation. And particularly .to young
or
mothers is tnis remedial
of the Sisters of Lorettc. Third maul inestimable value since In application
thus keeping
muscles firm but pliant It enables
tt 10:30 a. m., sermon In Spanish. the
the ordeal without
them to
From 3 to 4 Sunday school At 4 laceration goof through
the epidermis often the case
Is neglected.
attention
when
this
gentle
Benediction of the Blessed Sacra"Mother's Friend" Is highly recomment At the New Mexico Hospital mended by a host of women. Write
Bradfleld Keeulator Co.. 408 Lamar Bldg.,
for the Insane, mass every fourth Atlanta,
Ga., and we will send you a val
uable
little boob to expectant mothers.
Sunday by the pastor.

'

WRITER OF "ME WOLF"
HAS THE HUMAN TOUCH

EstobHaKed 1862
SouSidaPlflJja.
Wei look for frost tonight with fair weather tomorrow.

ADAPTATION
IS SAID TO BE A WONDER.
FUL PRODUCTION

PATHE'S
-

FIVE-REE-

L

'Germinal," a

adaptation

five-par- t

Novel by Zola, will
be the attraction at the Browne theater tomorrow night and Monday
night Following is a review of the
picture by W. Stepnen Bush:
by

Pathe

from

the

7:30 p. m.
All cordially invited.
This Church Bids You Welcome
To all who mourn and need com
fort To all who are tired and need
rest. To aH who are friendless and
want friendship. To all who are lonely and want companionship. To all
who are homeless and want a church
home. To all who pray and to all
who do not, but ought. To all who
need a Savior, and to whosoever will,
this church opens wide its doors, and
in the name of Jesua the Lord, says

At their best the Pathe productions
When the subject is
congenial that company can do won
ders in filming. It is at its best in
"Germinal." The original production
consisted of no less than eight reels.
Three thousand feet vere eliminated,
not because there was an inch of de
viation from the one uniform stand
rd of excellence, but soley for the
purpose of compressing the action and
subduing the realism of Zola, which
in spits is stronger and sterner than
either stage or screen "can bear.
tried to view the pictures with the
eyes of one to whom tne names oi
Zola or "Germinal" meant nothln
and I am bound to say that, making
all allowances for the grim and graph
ic pen of Zola, these pictures tell the
story of Lander and the cruel labor
war that raged in and about the
mines far more effectively and far
more plainly than the novel itself.
The story of "Germinal" briefly told
is as follows: Lantier, a poor wandering workman, ofltains employment
in the mines at Montsou, France. He
the
falls In love with Catherine,
daughter of a foreman in the mines.
This brings him 'into conflict with
Chaval, a friend "b?Ii foreman's fam

welcome.

ily.

are unbeatable.

Prayer meeting, Wednesday

The engineer, N grel, finds the
shoring timbers hoi' ng up the earth
in a bad state and f ady to fall. The
tice saying that
company posts a
because the woodv irk has to be re
paired the price re, ived by the min
ers will be decrea- - J. A mass meet
ing is called for a; the Cabaret Ras
seneur and Souvaj'' ie, an anarchistic
workman advocater "violent measures
lis and suggests
Lantier opposes
concerted action. ;
In the meantimi' Catherine, though
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH in love with Lant r, dares not go
I Chaval and mar- Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor, Doug back oil her vord
las avenue and Tenth street- ries bun.
!
full
Morning worship and sermon at 11
CbsfvslAre,&r ,:,UDtt'y .'farrlM
' ' ' .'
o'clock.
Infoffitation a Mil '"nke proceedings
Bible study and Sunday school ses to Mr. Hennebeau Che chief director
sion at 9:45 a. m.
of the company and accepts pay for
Society of Christian Endeavor at being a spy. The strike is now on
6:30 p. m.
amid general enthusiasm.
The church extends a most hearty
Chaval. taking advantage of the
welcome to all people. Visitors and growing misery among the miners,
sojourners in the city especially wel urges some of them back to work,
corned.
While they are in the mines the other
strikers cut the elevator ropes. The
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH, Cor imprisoned miners finally escape by
ner of Main and Eighth streets. Rev ladders but have to run the gaunlet
J. L. Imhof, pastor.
of the enraged strikers who still hold
out.
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
Communion and preaching 11 a. m.
Chaval goes to Hennebeau and deChristian Endeaor, 7 p. m.
nounces the miners' leaders.
The strikers' movement is finally
Evening service, 8 p. m.
The church welcomes the public at crushed and Instigated by Chaval they
vote to resume work. Lantier, emergtending the services.
ed from his refuge; tries in vain to
THE SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH, dissaude them but Mb influence is
James E. Richard, pastor.
gone and bowing to the majority he
Hours of service::
also goes back to work. . Souvarine,
7:45 p. m.
alone implacable,, determines upon
Preaching 10:45 a.
Sabbath School, 9:30 a. m.
desperate measures, j He releases the
B. Y. P. TJ., 6:30 p. m.
bolts binding the barriers that hold
If you are without a church bmni back water from flooding the' mine
come! We. can help you.
aud the Slooda break loose.' He Is
work
are
If you
looking- for church
drowned in the cataclysm that folSome escape, other, among
come! You can help us.
lows.
Railroad and National Avenues.
"Proving God," and "The New Palm
istry" will be thei sermon themes at
the Baptist church tomorrow. The
latter of the will be given in the even
ing. Come .and see what the "new
palmistry" is. You can always depend
on the Baptist choir for fine music,
The male quartette will render a special selection in the morning, and the
chorus choir in the evening. This is
a friendly church for friendly people.
Doesn't that mean you?
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lUc Muslin 7c Yard
This is a
bleached
muelin, firm heavy weave, that
we sell regularly at 10c a yard;

HEAR DEATH
Rheumatlsm and Kidney Trouble
Positive ia action for backache,
weak bach, rheumatism, kidney and
BY SMOTHERING
bladder troubles. P. J. Boyd, Ogle,
Texas, writes: "After taking two bot
tles of Foley Kidney Pills, my rheu
matism and kidney trouble are com Bet Husband, With Aid of Cirdai,
pletely gone." Safe and effective. O.
Effects Her Deliverance.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store
Adv.

Foley Kidney Pills Successful for
To have a fine healthy complexion
the liver must be active, the bowels regular and the blood pure. All
this Is brought about by using HER- BINE.
It thoroughly scours the liver, stomach and bowels, put3 the body
in fine condition and restores that
clear, pink and white complexion so
SCENT FROM "THE WOLF"
much desired by ladles. Price 50c.
"The Wolf" one of the most im- does not offend. The story concerns Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
portant productions a well as one of the vengance wreaked upon an Amer
wno years before
Rheumatic Pains Relieved
of the big dramatic successes of the ican civil engineer,
Why suffer from rheumatism when
opens; has deserted a half
the
story
past several seasons will be presented breed
of the far north, the girl, relief may be had at so small a cost?
at lb Duncan, opera house on April Annette,girldies in a storm, but in Mon Mrs. Elmer Hatch, Peru, Ind., writes,
2;! with an all star cast. "The Wolf" treal there lives a half brother who "I have been subject to attacks of
ia a romantic drama of the iiudeon has promised his dying father to rheumatism for years. Chamberlain's
Hay fur country in three act and search for the girl. He discovers that Liniment always relieves me immethree s' tries by Eugene Walter. He McDonald i the man he seeks, and diately, and I take pleasure In recia an author who strikes hard, and lie that be is templing Hilda, the dangh-- t' ommending it to others." 25 and 50
is paid to handle the story with a
r of a. Scotch trader, whom he cent bottles. For sale by all dealers.
;tfwt'i(.;-:Adv.
luit vet (.Tilths l.leaubien) loves.
that is

Draper, N C Mrs. Helen Dalton, oi
this place, says: "i suffered for years,
with pains in my left side, and would
often almost smother to death.
Medicines patched me up for awhile
but then 1 would Ret worse again. Finally, my husband decided he wanted me to
try Cardui, the woman's tonic, so he
bought me a bottle and 1 began using it.
It did me more good than all the medicines ! had taken.
I have induced many ot my friends to
try Cardui, and they all say they have
oeen benefited by ils use. Trrere never
sas been, and never will be, a medicine
to compare with Cardui. I believe it is
i good medicine for all womanly troubles."
For over 50 years, Cardui has been
woman's sufferings and building
weak women up to health and strength.
If you are a woman, give it a fair trial,
t should surely help y ou, as it has a
nillion others.
Get a bottle of Cardui
to-d-

U: Chnttanoofra Metf!dn Co., fjii!
Term., for Str-cia-l
Ghatiaimoea.
Advisory L)er.'
InurvftiviA on youi casb and t4 3;;g book. "Kan-T reatment
lor Worn!,," ui puun witiyPQr. N.C.

i

35c Aprons 21c
Made of Amoskeag Gingham

h

12c

Creton

diums.

15c Silkolines 11c Yard
We have 35 patterns of these
in all colors. Also a line of
solid colors. All are 36 inches
wide.

12c

Grocery

in two styles. One is a plain
band apnjn, the other is made
with wide circular flounce, with,
two convenient pockets.

9cYd.

These come 27 inches wide
about a dozen patterns to Belect
from, in lights, darks and me-

Dress Gingbams 9c

We have a great assortment
of these for you to choose from,
all colors and patterns. These
are very desirable for summer
dresses.

Amoskeajj Ginghams 7c
A large stock of these ging-

are offering some extra
special values in groceries this
this week. It will pay you to
We

These are good grade cotton
Huck towels---siz20x40.

15c Turkish Towels

ment,

pounds Sugar (25 pounds
to a customer)
$1,(30
60 pound sack TJ. S. Patent
Flour
$1.45
50 pound sack Unity Patent

Flouri..

50
10
28

15c.

25c Linen Towels 17c
Made of heavy pure linen
buck toweling, 18x36 inch. Regular 25c.

$1.40

.

pounds Potatoes
pounds iure Lard
bars White Soap

90c
$1.30

$1.25 Linen Damask 98c
There's three patterns at this,

$1.00

p r i c e 72 inches widei full
count linen, and' every woman
who has ever used Humidor
Linens knows how beautifully
these linens wash.

No Telephone

Cash Only

9jc

20x36 heavy unbleached Turkish toweling. A good value at

25

Orders

Bed Spreads'and Sheets

Draperies

$1.25 Bed Spreads 98c

$3.00 Nottingham Lace Curtain $2.15
Pair

These come in a good weight material, several patterns, hemmed, and a good value at

Here is a desirable item in Lace Curtains
large size, Nottingham Curtains, in white
and ecru beautiful designs,

$1.25.
$2.00 Bed Spreads $1.68

20 per ceut Discount on all other Lace Curtains

These come in full size, made of heavy
material, hemmed, several patterns to choose
from. This is an extra good value.

50c Brussels Curtain Net 39c Yard

8 1 x!)0 Seamless Sheets

55c

J090 Pepperell

73c

Sheets

45x30 Pillow Cases

This net comes 54 inches wide, in white
It's an extra good value,

and ecru.

'

25c Curtain Material 18c

This material comes 36 inches wide, in
about a dozen different patterns, both white
and ecru grounds. Bordered Scrims, Madras,
etc. This is the opportunity you have been

..12c

These are all made of standard sheetings.
You can't afford to overlook these items.

Is

15c Guck Towels 10c

get acquainted with this depart-

hams to go during this sale
every woman knows what they
usually sell for.

l-

a,

j

Housekeepers Week will Continue
Until Wednesday April 22

,

Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
Young People's Meeting, 6:30 p. m.

Housekeepers' Week is
proving a great success.
Havei you been here yet?
If not, you hadn't better
put it off longer as many
lots are being closed out.

G.asonwim6 dm

X.

6:30 a. m.; second mass
Sunday cnool In English

Washington, April 18. The celebrated
contempt case is docketed for a complete rehearing before a full bench
of the supreme court of the United
States on Monday. It will be the
third time the contempt case has been
before the highest court. On the original hearing the court held that
criminal sentences fov contempt had
been imposed on Messrs. Gompers,
Mitchell and Morrison in a proceeding
in equity, and the decision of the district supreme court was reversed.
The district court, the following day,
Instituted new proceedings, the result
of which was the imposition of the
same sentences set aside in the orgin-a- l
proceedings.
Mr. Gompers is president, Mr. Morrison secretary and Mr. Mitchell .one
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
of the vice presidents of the AmerioriRev.
J. S. Moore, Rector, 716 National
can, Federation of Labor. In the
East Las Vegas.
avenue,
leaders
labor
three
action
the
ginal
First Sunday after Easter (Low
were charged by Justice Wright of
s
the district supreme court with con- (Sunday), April 19.
Holy Communion, T:30.
tempt in that they were charged with
Children's Easter etrvice, holy bapcontinued publication, in the "We do
not patronize" list of the American tism and address, 11:00.
Order of eervice at 11 o'clock:
Federatlonist, of the name of the
516. "Onward Christian Sol
of
Hymn
and
Stove
Buck's
Range tympany
..Sullivan
diers"
St. Louis, atfer the court had issued
Robinson
chant
Gloria
from
Patri,
to
restrain them
an injunction
Lesson.
such plibcation.
Holy baptism, page 241 Prayer Book.
A sentence of one year's imprisonAnony
ment was orginially imposed on Pres- Bendictus, chant
Creed and prayers.
ident Gompers, with nine months In
Address.
jail for Vice President Mitchell and
Rock
six months for Secretary Morrison. Hymn 116, "Angela Rolf the
C. F Roper
Away"
The district court of appeals reduced
Presentation of Alms, chant Anony
these sentences to 30 days.
When the action was last before Recessional 254, "From Greenland's
L Mason
Icy Mountains"
the supreme court of the United
for priis
church
This
open,
daily
States Justice Lurton was absent from
meditation.
vate
and
prayer
the bench. The action of the highest
tribunal in restoring the case to the
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
docket for rehearing has led to the
services every Sunday mornRegular'
divided
is
court
the
assumption that
11 o'clock and Wednesday
at
on the knotty problem and desires to ing
8 o'clock in O. R. C. hail
at
evening
over
cone
have the whole matter
again with Justice Lurton present.
FIRST M. E. CHURCH Cor
The three labor leaders now con
tend that further proceedings against Eighth and National avenue. Rev. K.
them are barred by the statute of C. Anderson, pastor.
Sunday school, 9:45. Morning worlimitations, while the district supremo
court seeks to have , its sentences ship with sermon at 11 o'clock.. EpEvfeain
m.
G45
worth
,p.
as
.League,
stand
imposed.
'' j"
t
worship with sermon at 8 o'clock.
A cordial Invitation Is extended to
Rub the Joints " with BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT to relieve rheuma all who have no other place of wor
tism. It penetrates the flesh to the ship to attend divine services at this
bone conveying its soothing and re church.
storative influence to the spot where
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, Corner
the pain exists. Price 25c, 50c and
Sold by Central of Main and Sixth streets, Rev. J.
$1.00 per bottle.
Milton Harris. Pastor.
Drug Co. Adv.

J

to C:C::fs Friend

AND

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
Adrian
Rabeyrolle,
CONCEPTION

SUPREME COURT WILL PASS UPON THE MATTER FOR THE
THIRD TIME

STORY AT

A ZOLA

U L

18, 1914.

waiting for.

ass

other, among them Lantier, Catherine
arid Chaval, are caught. They have
little food and when, after long hours,
Catherine attempts to give a little of
her lunch to Lantier, Chaval furiousChaval finally attempts
ly opposes.
to deprive his wife by force of her
morsel of food. In righteous rage
Lantier strikes him and kills him.
The workmen unite in the work of
rescue. By imprudence, however, an
kills
explosion takes place which
many of the rescuers. Among those
killed is Catherine's brother. When
the workers finally pierce the intervening walls they find only Lantier
alive for Catherine lies dead in his
arms.
In its present state the feature is
absolutely free from waste. The skill
of the adapter and director is beyond
all praise. He has given us a picture
In which the action Is swift, clear and
dramatic; every climax comes with
telling force and the appeal to the
heart is present everywhere. The
acting is next to absoltue perfection.
Every one of the artists from Lantier, Chaval and Catherine down to
the mumbling old man in the cottage
of Malheu, fully entered into the
spirit of Zola and gave a faultless
rendition of his part. The men and
women are completely merged In their
characters; we forgot that they are
actors, most willingly do we yield to
the convicton that there figures moving on the screen are true incarnations of the types tht came ,rtut of
Zola's teeming brain. Pink tea fiction and specimens ef scented literature are not be found in the whole
range of Zola's works, his realism Is
at times oppressive because of its
tragic truth.
The most interesting character in
the story (not a heroine), is Catherine, a young woman born Into the
toilsome poverty of the mines,
going
down into the bowels of the earth
with the men. She possesses greater
courage than all the men who go to

work with her. The scene where she
calmly defies the hooting,
hissing
mob and forces a passage through the
ranks of the infuriated strikers Is one
of the finest and
strongest ever
postrayed on the scree- n- We realize
that we stand in the presence of a
gifted artiste, a full grown mistress
of her craft and we delight in paying
homage to such unwonted power.
The struggles In the depths of the
shaft, after Souvinar, the anarchist,
has flooded the mines, are indescribThe photography, of
ably realistic.

the best Pathe standard
Is perfection itself in all
under the earth. I have
it surpassed and I doubt
bas ever been equalled.

throughout,
the scenes
never seen
whether it
One of the

strongest moments in the book i9
Zola's description of the entombed
Catherine, who, with her lover Lantier and her husband, Chaval, has
been caught in a flooded trap from
which there seems no escape. How
much more impressive than the printed page is this scene on the screen.
The fierce strife for the last piece of
bread, the revelation of the craven
heart of Chaval and the unconquerable courage of Lantier are portrayed
with consummate skill; the tremendous strength of the scene is always
tempered with a delicate humanizing
touch. While hot a particle of the
tragic power is sacrificed, there is an
art of telling the truth which takes
away all possibility fit offense.
.
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"The Children's Children" are now using
Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound and it is today the same safe effective and curative med-

icine

thattheirparents

foundit. Forallcoughs,
colds, croup, whooping

cough, bronchitis,
in throat, use it. It
hoarsenes end tickling

gives satisfactory

sults.
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Who Suffered As Many Girls
Do Tells How She
Found Relief.

DANCE HALLS AND MONTMONTRE
ARE TO CUT OUT THE RAW
STUFF NEXT WEEK

Sterling, Conn. "I am a girl of 22
years and 1 used to faint away every
month and was very

I

weak.

Paris, April 18. King George and
Queen Mary are coming to Paris
next week to return the visit of Pres- iden Poincare. The visit will he the
first that their majesties have paid to
France since they came to the
throne and naturally it has aroused
.the liveliest interest throughout the
country. While no Important changes
in political relations are expected, the
hope of the public is that the visit
will tend to draw even closer the two
friendly countries.
Elaborate preparations for the entertainment of the king and queen
are well advanced. They will re
ceive the highest honors that the
president, the goyernment, the municipality and the general public can
accord. Already the Place de l'Opera
and the boulevards are being lined
with huge columns bearing the arms
ot England and of the city of Paris,
with electrical devices on a scale of
magnificence not seen here in. many
years.
An Interesting phase of the royal
visit is the solicitude of the municipal authorities over the possibility
that something might occur to shock
Queen Mary's sense of propriety during her stay In the capital. There
of the
haa been a general clean-uMontmontre resorts and all the Paris
music halls have been ordered to
cut out the raw stuff during the week
of the royal visit. These precautionary measures are somewhat amusing
in view of the fact that there is not
the remotest possiblity of Queen
Mary attending a music hall performance or taking even a glimpse at
naughty Montmontre.
The royal party will be quartered
Jit the foregn office, living in the same
luxurious apartments that have been
occupied by King Alfonso and other
"royalties who have visited Paris in
rocent years. The program of entertainment has not been completed in
all its details, but the leading features have been decided upon. These
"will include a gala performance
at
the opera, military maneuvers at Chalons, a big military review at
and visits to the Invalides, the
Pantheon, to St. Cyr and Versailles
and other places of interest. In addition there will be dinners at the Ely-ne- e
palace, at the British embassy
and elsewhere, which will serve to
bring out expressions of the friendly
relations existing between France and
Great Britain.
p

Vin-uenn-

was also

bothered a lot with
female weakness. I
read your little book
"Wisdom for Women,' and I saw how

others had been
helped by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and
decided to try it, and
it haa marie m
like a new girl and I am now relieved
of all these troubles. I hope all young
I have. I never
girls will get relief as
felt better in my fife. "-Bertha A.
Peloquin, Box 116, Sterling, Conn.

rv
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Miss

"I

have taken LyMassena, N. Y.
dia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
and I highly recommend
If anyone
wants to write to me I will gladly tell
her about my case. I was certainly in
a bad condition as my blood was all turning to water. I had pimples on my face
and a bad color, and for five years I had
been troubled with suppression.
The
doctors called it 'Anemia Bnd Exhaustion,' and said I was all run down, but
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound brought me out all right "Miss
Lavtsa Mybes, Box 74, Massena, N.Y.

it

Young Girls, need This Advice.
Girls who are troubled with painful or
irregular periods, backache, headache,
dragging-dow- n
sensations, fainting
spells or indigestion, should immediately
seek restoration to health by taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,

weakness, turn quickly for help to
Foley Kidney Pills. You cannot take
them Into your system without having good results. Chas. N. Fox, Him-rod- ,
N. Y., says: "Foley Kidney Pills
have done me more good than S150.00
worth of medicine." They give good
results. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
Foley's Honey and Tar

Reliable

Com-

pound

Just be sure that you buy Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound it is a
reliable medicine for coughs, colds,
croup, whooping coughs, bronchial and
la grippe coughs, which are weakening to the system. It also gives
prompt and definite results for hoarseness, tickling throjit and stuffy wheezy
breathing. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
,

Why It Suits Particular People
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
is prompt and effective for coughs,
colda, croup, hoarseness, bronchial

coughs and throat troubles. Thomas
Verron, Hancock, Mich., writes: "Foley's Honey and Tar quickly, relieves
tickling throat and stops the cough
with no bad after efrect." It contains
Gives Co.mfort to Stout Persons
A good wholesome cathartic that no opiates and is pure. That's why
baa a stimulating effect on the stom- it suits particular people. O.
and Red Cross Drug Store.
ach, liver and bowels ia Foley Cathartic Tablets. Thoroughly cleansing in Aiv.
action, they keep you regular with no
Stomach Trouble Cured.
griping and no unpleasant after efiMrs. H. G. Cleveland, Arnold, Pa.,
fects. They remove that gassy distended feeling bo uncomfortable to writes, "For some time I suffered
utout persons. O. G. Schaefer and from stomach trouble. I would have
sour stomach and feel bloated after
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
eating. Nothing benefited me until 1
A Cure for Sour Stomach
got Chamberlain's Tablets. After takWhen run down with kidney trouble, j ing two bottles of them I was cured."
'backache, rheumatism or bladder For sale by all dealers Adv.
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Many people in a misguided effort
to get rid of kidney backache, rely on
plasters, liniments and other makeshifts. The right treatment is kidney
treatment and a remarkably recommended kidney medicine is Doan's
Sidney Pills. East Las Vegas is no
exception.
The proof is at your very door. The
following fs an experience typical of
nie work of Doan'a Kidney Pills in
East Lai Vegas.
H. A. Seellnger, 307 Grand Ave.,
East Las Vegas, N. M., says: "A short
use of Doan's Kidney Pills proved
I can rectheir worth in my

'
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N

THE MOST TALKED OF PLAY IN YEARS

fin
B

ommend them as a reliable remedy for
backache or any other troubles, caused
by disordered kidneys. I base my high
opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills on personal experience. Several years ago I
gave Doan's Kidney Pills my endorse-
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Every time the clock ticks, a New Name is added to Sunny
Brook's list of Life Members it gains friends every day, andkeeps
them all. Sunny Brook is a safe, sane satisfying stimulant its
exquisite flavor, soft mellowness and high tonic properties have
made it the most popular beverage everywhere, North, South,

East and West.

Sunny Brook keeps the,nerves right, the grip tight, and the
heart light. Every bottle is sealed with the Green Government
Stamp, which shows thatitisWMe, straight, natural whiskey, and
U. S. Government Standard 100 proof. Furthermore, when you
you have the guar'
buy Sunny Brook The Pure Food Whiskey
in
ante of the Largest Distillers of Fine, Old Wl"-V- y
WorlJ,
that it is snieritifieally distilled and carefully aged ia the good,
old, hottest Sunny Brook way.
-

te

SHNNY BROOK is now bottled with our own patenter!
orr&corkx th biting
" 7 wisfr" stoppers. One twist
tiuhU No Need (or Cork Screwt.
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RIWBRS CO.
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General Distributors,

Albuquerque, IN. Mex.
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The Play thtxt held New York and Chicago
Spellbound for one Whole Season

ment, telling how they had relieved
me of pain and lameness across the
A Story of the Great Hudson Bay Country, Redolent
back, as well as toning up the kidneys.
With the atmosphere of the Canadian Woods
I will be thankful for the benefit 1
4
have hail and will recommend Doan'e
Kidney Pills at every opportunity."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-Milbur-n
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
i
....
,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
the promenade, at the five There is no loss to her in selling a
SEATS ON SALE AT MUEFHEY'S TUESDAY
Remember the name Doan's and ONo'clock tea, and en route to the hat and its' trimmings separately, and
on
no
finished
take no other. Adv.
the
new
she
takes
chances
all
the
sees
in
one
hats
matinee
S1-50- ,
shapes and etyleB. With greater fre- effort being pleasing to its owner.
quency than any other the new sailor Besides, the amateur soon learns that
flaunts Its charms in all sorts of beau- it is only the simpler things that she
can attempt with success. The sailor
tiful designs:
NEWS FROM THE CAIPTAL
Hats in this shape, with moderately shown at the top of the picture, and
4.
large and high crowns, and brims nar- worn with a lace veil is a smart afrow and almost straight, are to be fair, which may be trimmed as well
Santa Fe, April 18. 'Manuel Jara-mill- o seen in every color and variety of ma- at home as in a shop.
was arraigne today in the fed- terial, and trimmed in all the trimThe remaining two hats are quite
on the charge of having mings known to millinery. This is without the province of the home milcourt
eral
sold liquor to Hoska Woods, a Nava- the new sailor shape, and one of those liner. One is a plateau of straw which
lucky ventures of the hat manufac- must be wired to shape and mounted
jo Indian. He pleaded not guilty.
turers
take the feminine world by on a bandeau or cap to give the prop
The accounts of United States Com- storm. that V
er poise. It is trimmed with wide blue
the
missioner Melvin T. Dunleavy for
Ribbons wath small flowers' or rib- ribbon and a full wreath of heather.
A charming black hat ia shows in
last quarter were approved by Feder- bons with fancy feathers and ornaal Judge W. H. Pope.
ments, prove to be the choice of the the third picture. It suggests the
A Newvlncorporation
majority for trimming the sailor Rembrandt hats which have been so
The New Mexico Fire Brick com shape. It is a simple matter, too, to popular. The small, fiat shape of black
trlkming successfully, and hemp is bordered with a lace made of
pany today filed with' the state cor- place the has- been
a ready seller to horsehair and wired with tiny, almost
this hat
amendment
an
commission
poration
women who undertake invisible wires.
There is a broad
those
thrifty1'
to increase its capital stock from to make their own
of wheat at the left side of the
spray
millinery.
simpler
$50,000 to $100,000 and authorizing the This accomplishment, by the way, is low crown and a sash of moire
issue of $50,00 first mortgage bonds quite the fas'don, and is not confined ribbon tied in a full bow.
The wide bandeau is trimmed with
of which $25,000 are to be in deno to those women who wish to trim
minations of $1,000 each and the re their hats "fr the sake of economy a cluster of six pink roses.
It would be hard to find three hats
alone. It is something of a fad with
mainder $500 each.
The Remington Typewriter com: people who ;!o not need to think of that, in shape and poise and trimeconomizing, but who enjoy making ming, set forth the best of the new
pany of Delaware filed a certificate up btiautilul tilings of any kind. This millinery modes more clearly than
New
for
changing its statutory agent
amateur mil? nery does not hurt the those pictured here.
to business of vi'V
Mexico from Francis C. Wilson
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.
professional milliner.
Secretary of State Antonio Lucero.
Big Alfalfa Shipments
The South New Mexico Farmers'
Spring Wrap of Taffeta Silk
association of the lower Mesilla Valalley last year shipped 980 cars of
falfa but has started a movement to
consume part of the alfalfa crop
through feeding dairy herds. The as
sociation elected the following directors: J. D. RIgney of La Mesa; O. B.
Mrs. Wm. T. Thompson, of Battler bottles of Chamberlain's Tablets I &m
Wood of Chamberino; J. C. McNary
Creek; Mich, writes: "I have, been well. These tablets are splendid
of Berino; Edwin Burt of El Paso;
troubled with indigestion, sour stom- none better." For sale by all dealers.
JVC. Brooks and C. E. Miller of
ach and bad breath. After taking two -- Adv..
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Excellent Cast, Elaborate Scenic Production
...

Prices

$1.00,

75c

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

r

.

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

A New Attraction
Roberi E. Morrison, son of Judge
'
A,' L. Morrison of Santa Fe, writes
400
waterfall
a
of the discovery of
feet wide leaping in four cascades to
a depth of 125 feet on the Little
Colorado, 36 miles north of Flagstaff,
in a region so isolated that it is sel
dom visited.
The site of the falls is
at the head of a box canyon 25 miles
from where the Little Colorado
empties Into the Colorado. A new
roadway under . construction will
reach this scenic point that Is bound
to attract many tourists after this.

Chinks?

United States Chinese Inspector
Charles F. Sensner of Deming, who
attended federal court here, is taking
a census of the Chinese in New Mex
ico so as to check up thoae Chinese
who are legally In the United States.
He has just completed this duty at
Silver City, Hurley and Mogollon and
found that the Chinese are few and
far between. He found no Celestials
subject to deportation.
New Notaries Appointed
Governor McDonald, who returned
the
today from Arizona wnere he
guest of Governor Hunt, appointed
the following notaries public: Evaristo Griego of Las Vegas; Elsie C.
Myers, of Albuquerque; and Gregorlo
Griego of Penasco, Taos county.
Colfax Makes Report
The department of education today
received the report of the school in
debtedness of Colfax county, which is

Mil Ml
A

"

I

.

?

It

'

i(J JUJ

i

styles are bewildering In
and draw their Inspiration
from many periods of time. But the
eras have
early and
made themselves most strongly felt
even In competition with those beautiful adaptations of the Greek draperies which are incomparably graceful.
$136,000, of which $72,000 was incur
In fact nothing really new has bered last year. Reports from Sierra come established so far- - this season,
and Valencia counties are still miss and we are masquerading in costumes
ing, although unofficially the school some of which would make our grandindebtedness of each 1b reported to mothers and our great grandmothers
feel very much at home if they could
be $6,000.
revisit their earthly abodes.
Many of the new wraps and gowns
no claim to being graceful.
make
MOTHER OR ATS They depend
for charm on the beauty
of fabrics and their suggestion of the
FOR CHILDREN, femininity of days gone by.
A Oftrt.aiB Relief forFvwrlNhHem,
AnHiiim t toll. itfln it C ll
The taffeta wrap shown here, made
FMOIimt'ft '1'roDMnn, 'I'fffMIIUf
and Dcttroy
a
by Georgette, the wonderful, of Paris,
IMKonlerM,
C
Wot m
ThuyKrpnk nitiftili
is something like an
Sls.cUi.
rrfttfMrk in 24 hours. At Mi JjrutfRiM
Dnsy t acmiot
Sample ns'tpd t; KK, Afiurr-Mdolman.
Georgette's genius has man- n?tubuui3. A. $. OLfriSTEO. L Roy rMY

:;yeet powders
?
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Wife in the country ?
All alone in the house ?
Caught in the rain last night?
Trousers look like a gunny-sac- k

ws

6

,TT!,

a I

'

By EUGENE WALTER, author of "Paid in Full," "The Easiest
Way," "Fine Feathers," etc.
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How Many
l

Illillinery Seen

Made By Many East Las Vegas

LIVES fl GIRL

PARIS

APRIL

IS A MISTAKE

Ill STERLING

TO BE SHOCKED

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, SATURDAY,

OUR

new

n

aged to make it fairly shapely, and al
together it is about the most attrac
tive of the many taffeta wraps to
which we will have to become accus
tomed.
It Is cut in the voluminous style
which the mode demands and trimmed
s
of taffeta
with narrow
and an applied design of covered cord.
A soft cable cord Is used for making it, and the taffeta is cut in narrow
bias strips and sewed over the cord.
One thing is demonstrated by styles
like that shown here, and that la that
T,X2".ci blick' to tflff Tiltiif if tti."S;Siuln
in the construction of their apparel
no matter what excursions they may
make into the worlds of business and
Therefore we shall ee
politics.
them trooping to the polls to vote la
the most impractical and unbusinesslike of clothes. H ia the eternal feminine agaia.
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.

I don't

care.

An ironing board,

a

-

z, i

this morning?

damp doth and a turn

f the electric switch and in 5 minutes my
'
.
trousers look like; new.
' ;"
back
I
comes
wife
when
f.
And
my
ta get her an Electric Percolator, an I". " :
1

,

knlfe-plaiting-

I?

Tc,
Samovar, an Electric Range, an Ekctn;
Water
Hot
Electric
Cup.
and an
;
I have been told a!l about these t
1.
used si
years. Now I
" '
have-actuall-

FLtiron"anTl Ir.r?
I have been

Li

is,.

-

J i

cl t! ; t:ctrk
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The Lost Picture
Written, by KB.
A weary figure dragged itself slowly
;
Editor. along the street It was midnight, but
li. M. PADGETT
had it been light enough to see, one
might have noticed under the torn
hat, a face that had once been handsome but tha life Ita owner led had
so changed It that one could hardly
Entered at the postofflce at East recognize the features of one who,
Vegas, New Mexico for trans- years before, had left hisi home with
mission through the United States nothing" but a small "gold framed picta second class matter.
ture to keep him from forgetting all
of his boyhood.
That night he. had played and lost
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
his
lost y everything first
had
Carrier
Dally, by
desin
watch
and
his
.05
finally
-- I
money,
rer Copy
.15 peration he had put the little pic(One Week
.65 ture on the table. It, too, wasi lost
.
One Month
He arose, and with bowed head left
7.50
One Year
the room. He walked on in his agony
Dally, by Mail
where he was, everything
$6.00
forgetting
One Tear (in advance)
3.00 but that he, had lost the only thing
Pix Month (in advance)
him Could it be on?y a
7.00 dear to
One Year (in arrears?
3.75 dream? He put his hand in his pockSix Montaa (in arrears)
et, feeling for that which had been
his only comfort for years but it was
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
gone. On and, on he went, never rais
GROWER
his eyes, He did not notice that
$2.00 ing
no Year
stars were disappearing and the
the
1.00
:
Elx Months
distant hills were beginning to take
on a reddish,, golden tint as the sun
Mall
In
Advance
for
peeped oyer them. Late that morning
j
(Cash
Subscriptions.)
he found hia way to his room and
For sev"
Remit by check, draft or money threw himself on
eirder. If sent otherwise we will not era! days he etayed-- , there alone and
tre responsible for loss.
when at last he weni .out, it was only
Specimen copies free oh application. to lead a worse life than he had led
before. He sank lower and nower,
the
AT vainly, madly trying to forget
ALU PAPERS DISCONTINUED
him.
at
looked
reproachfully
face
that
TIME
EXPIRATION OF
A year later he was walking slowly
'
PAID FOR
along a country road wondering what
ha .would do for his next meal. He
the had never begged but he was hungry
Advertisers are guaranteed
Eargest dally and weekly circulation and had no money. One small, neat
t any newspaper in northern New cottage especially attracted him. He
Mexico.
went up the path after deciding to
ask for work. When the door opened
shame kept his yes glued to the
TELEPHONES
At last, looking up, he stared
Main 2 ground.
(Business Office
before him in amazeat
the
figure
Main 2
News Department ....
a
Then
ment.
light broke over his
:

-

tbe-vbe-

this rather bitterly now; i and so
little money and, for all I knew the
necklace ..might be in the house at
that moment, hopelessly beyond my
reach
Then I turned from these thoughts
to the faded portaits on the wall, portraits of a long line of my ancestors.
The men looked stern and brave In
the shadows of the room and the
women very white and ghastly. But
the portrait that I looked at longest
was that of my greau grandmother, a
young girl then with shallow brown
eyes and dead gold hair.
I stared at the picture, thinking of
the stillness of the deserted house and
of my great grandmother's necklace,
until I grew sleepy at last and had
almost ceased thinking of anything
when I was startled
into sudden
wakefulness by a sound as though
someone had move stealthily behind
m,e but I did not turn around. Instead I sat very still listening to the
silence until I had convince myself
that the sound had been only in my
fancy, and I had almost fallen asleep
for the second "time when, without
any warnius, iI fel soft touch on my
i,
j
o

....

arm.

Then I turned, and I shudder even
e
now as I write of it, for there
me in the half darkness of
pic- tiije room I saw the woman of
tee on the wall. She seemed older
aud very tired I thought, but she had
the shallow brown eye's and dusty,
golden hair, au, looking at: her standing there, her white face ghastly In
the shadows, I could no think ,nor
move, only there was a cold feeling
around my heart like an iron band.
Tlven she spoke and her voice was
as still and lifeless as the voices we
stand-ing.besid-

.

hear in dreams.
"I am glad you have come," she
said. "No one ever comes and I am
so tired of this house with nothing
but its lust and memories. There was
a time when I loved li, but I hate it
now. I hate every room In it. I hate
every picture on its walls, but I hate
face.
my own picture most of all. It has
mother!"
gasp
he
"My picture! My
SATURDAY, APRIL 18,. 1914.
hung there so long, always staring
ed.
straight ahead at a blank wall. And
rhere will never be anyone to take
li.
My Strange Visitor
it down," she ended passionately, "It
will hand there always, until it falls
by G.)
(Written
LIVED HERE
to pieces on the wall."
It was a still, hot summer day and
She leaned nearer to me as she
the bees buzzed drowsily in the honey spoke. I felt her cold breath on my
WAS A MEMBER OF THE TERRIsuckle outside th window. The path cheek.
A lock of her hair brushed
TORIAL ASSEMBLY AND PARTleading down to the gate was over- against my face, and at the touch the
NER OF MAX FROST
grown with weeds and the gate hung bank around my heart seemed broken
half oDen on one rusty hinge. Be and I sprang to my feet with a chokJames K. Livingston, for a number yond that there was nothing but
ing cry of terror.
&f years a resident of Santa Fe and
long, white, dusty.' road stretching
Then I rubbed my eyes; for the
associated in the early so'a with the away to the top of the hill and down woman was no
longer there. There
Colonel
Max
late
Frost of Santa Fe, beyond.
was not even a mark in the dust on
died of pnuemonia ait Rochester, N. I had been over the whole house
the floor to show how. she had come
Y. He came to Santa Fe in 1881, just and I came back to the
library at and gone. Only a bumble bee buzzed
before the Santa, Fe railway was built last to rest and decide what I should
about the room and out at the open
into the capital and was active In de do. The
light came in faintly through window. Well, it was only a dream,
velopment work for 15 years. He the heavy curtains at the windows I told
myself, but a dream has left
was a prolific writer and sent out a and the dust was thick on every
me cold and sick with fear, and 1
vast amount of literature advertising thing; but I chose the most comfort
of nothing, but a desire to
New Mexico, especially Santa Fe and able chair I could find and sat down. thought
leave a house so haunted.
iLas Graces, where he lived in later
I had been studying in Pans, but
But before I went away I took one
years. He was a member of tha First I at the death of my uncle I had spent
last look at my great grandmother's
church at Santa Fe and what little money I had saved to
on a chair that I
'twice represented New Mexico in the come home and claim this house, my picture, climbing
more clearly. :. I am not
see
might
; general assembly. He was a desceninheritance. I had hoped to find it
but' as I stood
dant of the Livingstons of revolution- something better than what It proved usually superstitious,
some sudden impulse that
there,
by
ary war fame, His sister, Mrs. George to be, a house deserted and falling in I cannot
myself explain, I lifted the
II. Utter, lives at Silver City. His ruins. It was the home of my ancespicture down from the wall. A cloud
wife, a son and a daughter, also sur- tors and in
my childhood I had never of dust fell from bebind the picture
vive him.
tired of listening to the stories told and something else fell with it, someof it There were stories of a secret thing that 'gleamed in the darRness of
room and a hidden stairway, but the tJie'Jroom with an inner lighff of Its
story I had liked best to hear was of own. For a long time I stood there
FEDERAL PRISONERS
'
my great grandmother's pearl neck- gazing at it haff Believing that this
lace, a necklace which had cost a for was only a part of another
dream.
GEO liluO RESTLESS tune people said, and whluh she had I
picked' lt'ip'ln' a dazed way and I
hidden so carefully in her fear of saw that ftrwaS"niy great grandmoththat when she died unexpect er's neckraee'ftch I had found at
burglars
LEARNING OF THE TAMPICO INf'
I thought last.
edly it was never found.
CIDENT, THEY TRY TO
4 J, 5c
LEAVE FORT BLISS
conveyed to her hearers much they
1KB PLEASES had not known about that Instrument,
UBS.
EI Paso, Tex, April .18 Individual
Infraction of rules of the prison camp
flTD I1ER SIKOINO
at Fort Bliss since the Tampico in
cident, culminated last night In the
shooting of two of the Mexican fed OTHER MEMBERS OF THE PASAeral prieoners by sentries. One of
DENA" CONCERT COMPANY
the wounded men will die.
,t
ALSO ARE; TALENTED ',:
"' "
Jesus Pallares, of the volunteer
(Continued From Page OneJ
federal infantry, was shot through the
DunThe entertainment given at the
stomach by Melvin L. Switzer, Com can opera house last ntght by the Pas- enough to ay that she will not claim
puny L, Twentieth infantry, and will adena Literary and Musical Concert any greater privileges In the canal
iie. JesXia Zarco, of the Forty-sixt- h
company pleased the Santa Fe folk, than we ourselves enjoy.
liattalion of federaLinfantry, was shot for whom it was given, end the many
"Since the first railroad was built
in the thigh, by A. T. Flanery, Com Las Vegans who were privileged to to the Pacific coast tba people of this
pany II, Twentieth infantry. Zarco be present Mrs. Beatrice Hubbell country have labored under the ex"was caught breaking electric
light Plummer, lyric soprano, was the stel tortionate charges ot a railroad rate
l'UlbS' with which the camp is llght-anlar attraction. Mrs. Plummer has a policy which levied upon traffic all
Pallares was shot while try-t- o delightfully sweet voice, which she that It would bear. For 20 years
,
eseapa,
the cities of that coast have
mea effectively. Mrs. Heanion Rob- many
Although the two outbreaks occur-- inson, pianist and accompanist, la one litigated before tha interstate comwithin five minutes of each other ot the most talented mmlclnim ever merce commhialon and the court for
!
Hoy were not parts of a plot, nor was
while her little daughter, relief from the discrimination and
r.i
'l'W9 any general at! front to es- - SSiaa
Dorothy Robinson, though still overcharges of this system; Now, Just
Iiidivfdn&l outbreaks have
la very thort drswhv, la an excellent as 4 hoy are about to come Into the
Vient since news of tlm Tampico
singer and violin player, Harry Bax- enjoyment of this competitive transplications reached the camp, ter, flutist, showed amltty to get out portation line, the cop is dashed from
there are more than 6,000 prls- - of the flute every bit of music in it. their lips by the democratic party, in
who Eu;:ht
y (m Am nries
rppudiaticm of its platform and pledge,
B. Marie EKiott gave Mine
.;
l
nd in surrender of our international
on
musio,
by th
M'
Injure
t!tjj
months a so.
"I
on'tU fsute. Her roiaarks

j.
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more of around his man, measuring him .with
the left and crashing in from every
TO
angle blows that seemed as if they
might have felled an ox. Murphy
Navy Is Moving
armortook them, staggered, shook his head
The
18.
Washington, April
ed cruiser South Dakota, with 260 and bored In for more. There was
marines, was ordered to sail today not a clean knock down. Murphy was
from the Bremerton yards to San pounded through the ropea in the last
Diego, Cal., there to await further or- round, but finished fighting strong,
ders
though hopelessly worsted. There
Tlie marines who get under way was no protest on his part when the
(Continued From Page One.)
today are part of the Fourth regiment, referee raised Ritchie's arm in token
commanded by Colonel Joseph H. Pen- - of victory.
Mexico
and the president's J dletom Orders to hurry provisioning
all available warships on the Pacific Children's Diseases Very Prevalent
Whooping cough Is about, every'"Everything, is very satisfactory," 'Coast and to mobilize the. marines at
where. Measles and scarlet fever alSan Diego went out
was his comment. .
most as bad. Use Foley's Honey and
Congress la Witling
Tar Compound for inflamed throats
Will Attack Guaymaa
"Other senators; republican ad democrats alike, expressed' confidence
Agua Prleta. April 18. A message and coughing. Mrs. L C. Hostler,
that the congress would support the . received here by F. S1. Ettas, a const! Grand Island, Nebr, eays: "My three
Sena- tutional officer', from General Alvar-ad- o children had severe attacks of whooppresident In any emergency.
tors Smoot, Sutherland and Cummins,
says that all preparations have ing cough, and a very few doses of
been
made for the final attack on Foley's Honey and Tar gave great rerepublicans, asserted that congress
would be ready to act if Huerta Guaymas by 10,000 troops about April lief." O. G. Scbaefer and Red Cross
should fall to accede to Wilson's final 25. By this time a consignment of Drug Store. Adv,
several thousand rlfleB, now en route,
terms.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
"Even the patience of the American probably will have been received.
New
M.
3.500
M.
York, April 18. The market
with
Colonel
men,
Dieguez
a
has
people
limit, which has been
marreached," said Senator John Sharp Is taking preliminary positions aroimd closed firm. The action of the
moveindicated
the
ket
that
selling
Gtuaymas.
Williams, democrat
ment had run its course for the time
Senator Sheppard of Texas declared
to
Collier
being.
Ordered
Raiding tactics of the bears
Tampico
that the sentiment of the American
18. The failed to bring out more long stock,
N.
H.
Portsmouth,
April
would
be
adminisbehind the
people
martration in any action the emergency United States auxiliary ship Leonidas and after the early decline the
was today. ordered to sail for Tam ket made a consistently good showmight require.
pico Wednesday. The collier Mars is ing.
At the end of the session prices
also preparing to go to Tampico. ,;
Daniels Expects no Battles
around yesterday's close. Hearanged
18.
O.,
Cleveland,
Secretary
April
of Lehigh Valley 'arid
vy
covering
of the Navy Josephus Daniels,
who
RITCHIE
OVER
Missouri
WINS
Pacific
sent them iip sharpthe
addressed
Western Reserve UnlThe announcement of plans for
ly.
morn
students
this
law
here
yorsity
Pacifio and New
ON DECISION meeting the Missouri
ing and is to speak at the "Dollar
ftkyen notes, which soon fall due,, was
Dinner" of the Cuyahoga
County
of good effect on thpse stocks and
democracy tonighl read With interest
Bonds
Mexican dispatches, and on .hearing "HARLEM TOMMY," HOWEVER, IS stimulated buying elsewhere..
as
were
sales
The
were
last
steady.
TOO' TOUGH FOR THE CHAMthat a cabinet meeting had been
.
follows:
PION
OUT
TO KNOCK
summoned, wired to Washington for
, . 73
Amalgamated Copper
special instructions.
...
..100
I',..
Sugar
18.
was
There
"I don't think there'll be fighting,"
San.. Francisco,, April
95
was his only comment on the situa no dispute today among the sporting Atchison .
Pacific
Northern
...109
tion.
Secretary Daniels later said writers and ringside experts that
161
that he'd received a telegram from Willie Ritchie rightfully holds his title Reading
91
Pacific
Southern
his secretary telling him to hold of lightweight champion of the world,.
..154
Pacific
Union
,
Tom"Harlem
himself in readiness to return to His defeat last night of
58
United States Steel
Washington. The telegram, he said. my' Murphy of New York at the end
109
United
States
pfd
Steel,
most
trystated that President Wilson had ex of 20 rounds in one of the
pressed the fear that it would be Im- ing fights any champion has ever
CHICAGO BUAKU UF IHAUt
j
weathered, was conclusive.
possible to continue peace.
Chicago,
April 18. Corn prices
from
won
and
all
the
Ritchie
way
The secretary made an appeal for
Mur- lurched heavily downward today unsame
time
the
At
every
angle.
well
the enlistment of
trained.a schol
to der an irresistible rush of selling. A
arly men In the cause of clean poli phy, who never has been a boxer
disslight rally that resulted from profit-takinin
a
short
much
win
applause
tics and better government, in his adby shorts brought on a fresh
dress to the students. The leader of tance bout, displayed again that he
the bears and caused the
attack
never
by
is
indomitable
rooter,
a
tireless,
the future Mr. Daniels said, would
albefore a gain
May option to fall 1
be the scholar, the man who stood flinching under punishment and
reached
of
sign
as
any
come
having
with
showing
back
to
fearless of the "sneer of the boss." ways ready
even a temporary support The openas
much
takes.
he
Mr. Daniels took
the keynote of
lower with
Except for Murphy's admirable ing was a shade to
remarks. "The
'v In politics" and
as- May suffering the worst. This was
to
incredible
and
ability
courage
nked of men
as an lllustratta
was also the case in the further weakwtih. high ideals m public life, he similate punishment, the fight
one ness that ensued. The close was
was
but
There
uninteresting.
cited the achievements of Woodrow
to 1 cent
could be called his by the weak at a net loss of
Wilson, Thomas Jefferscon and other round that
'
So
far
utmost
exercise
of
charity,
men who won distinction because, he
The wheat eased off in consequence
as his own fortunes went, the trouble
said, they had the necessary qualifi
his. short arm jolts of good rains extending from Oklamost
was
of
that
cations.
car- homa to central
Nebraska. Prices
"One reason why we have been at were blocked and the remainder
down and after
started
,4 to
no punishing power.
ried
loss for educated public leadership,"
was often discourag a little recovery, declined lower than
The
champion
he said, "is that the educated men
to put his opponent before. The close was steady but
and women of our country have not ed by his inability
net lower.
out, but never in distress. In the to
.':' jU:
fully realized that their study should
Commission houses were generally
rounds Ritchie stalked warily
closing
have been for the benefit of the peo
ple and not merely for the Gratifica
tion of their own minds for the ad
vancement merely of individual ends.
A good education is a public truBt."
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cundo Nleta, who killed
the enemy."
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on the bear side of oats. The market, nevertheless held relative steady,
compared with other grain.
First sales of provisions varied from
the same as last night to 12 up, but
not all of the advance was retained.
The closing quotations were:
W'heat, May 91; July 85.
Corn, May 63; July 64.
Oats, May 36; July 36.
Pork, May ?20.07; July $20.15.
Lard, May $10.25; July $10.45,
Ribs, May $11; July $11.20.

.

STOCK

CITY LIVE

KANSAS

Kansas City, April 18. Hogs, receipts 200. Market steady. Bulk $8.40
8.55; heavy $8.558.60; packers
an butchers $8.45S.oO; lights $8.35-8.50pigs $7.508.25.
Cattle, receipts 100. Market steady.
Prime fed steers $8.60(5)9.40; dressed
western
beef steers $7.508.550;
steers $78.75; southern steers $6.50
8.25; cows $4.607.75f heifers
$6.759; stackers and feeders $6.50
8.25; bulls $5.507; calves $6,550

g

1.

Sheep no receipts: Market steady.
Lambs $6. 70 8. 25; yearlings $6.25
7.50; wethers $5.756.75; ewes

i

$4.756:40.
Old newspapers, about 90 to bundle,
delivered free. Pay messenger upon
delivery. Price 10 cents er bundle.

SATURDAY and MONDAY,

Villa Doesn't Expect War
Torreon, April 18.- - "I do not believe that the Tampico incident will
resiilt in war between the United
and Mexico," commented General Villa
today.
"I regard the complication as one
existing between President Wilson
and; .President Huerta,. and question,
TfhtrtJiOT., even. the bombarding of Tam-- ,
pico would be construed as an act
of war against .Mexico, since Huerta
is the offender and illegally holds the

AIN

,

port"

-

Asked If American
now resident in Mexico could be protected should war break out, Villa replied:
"It would be war between two civ
ilized nations and American noncombatants could rely on the same
protection here as could Mexicans In
'
the United States."
"But suppose there was a popular
uprising against Americans; could you
control It?"
,.,
"Well, I have driven 25,000 federals
out of constitutionalist territory and
I think I could control the proletariat"
Rebels Win Another Victory
El Paso, Tex., April 18. News of
another rebel victory was received at
Juarez Saturday at noon, when
telegram from Villa, dated Torreon,
April 17, and sent to Carranza at Chihuahua, was repeated to officials in
the border town. The telegram read:
"Our forces, under command of
General Luis Gutierrez, defeated
federals at Haeien to Juan Ame
Among the federal dead were General
Enriquez Perez, a colonel, a iieuieu-an- t
colonel, a major arid several captains. We captured many horses, saddles and one cannon and much ammunition, 200 hand grenades and six
cases of Mauser cartridges. The federals in retreating were a sain attacked by a detachment untlor Major Fa-12,-00-

act BAGH AELACEPS
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From the continued patronage we receive, we are assured that our customers
appreciate the honest values we offer. We have selected a number of bargains for
Saturday and Monday. which should appeal to all economical buyers.
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yards Amoskeag Dress Ginghams, 12 c values QQ
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NOTION SPECIALS

75c
Everwear Colored Guaranteed
Silk Hose for Women all Shades
''
Per Pair

Vinei Collar Supports,
each

;

10

Lonsdale
yards
Bleached Muslin for

98c

-

;

yards good
Inch for.

31

:"69c

.

MESSALINE

SILK

" 6 Elastic.;

ijatr Nets,

Cord,

b' worth lo'centa each,

63c
10

.
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:

PETTI-

50c Unbreakable Rub- her Combs, each....
5'

COATS
10

lOo Box of Good

Aft
................ I'lJC

yards 'good Calico
for
limited

(10 yards

to a

Any Color, Special

$2.48

cus-

Each
..

Hair Pins, each
3
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Spools Darning
black or tan for

Q(l
tikJC

..7c
r:.n5c
11
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

PERSONALS
Rob of Watrous was a busl-nes- g
visitor in Las Vegas today.
C. A. Miller of Pueblo, Colo., was
a business; visitor In Las Vegas today.
R. R. McBride of Albuquerque was
a business visitor in Jjas Vegas today,
E." Jansen of Denver came in last
night for a several days' business
Bt, W.

18,

SOCIAL WHIRL IS RENEWED
FOLLOWING LENTEN SEASON

1914,

FIVE

A DOLLAR

IS IT?

HAT

"I worked hard yesterday and earned a dollar. I might have spent It In a minute, but I did not.
The dollar is my yesterday, I may spend It and, .start tomorrow bankrupt I may save it and tomorrow cot work at all, because my yesterday's dollar will pay for the service of another who
may do the
work better than myself." A dollar la really a part of a man's life and as he guards hla health to take
care of the future, bo should he guard his dollars to secure the full service of the past

D. McEIroy, a past; exalted tiiler. With
THIS WEEK'S FUN HAKES UP lights dimmed the Elks stood in the
while1 Mi McEIroy proFOR FORTY DAYS' FAST
semi-darkne-

it

nounced the solemn words expressing
k i
the sentiment which has made of the
Following the close oi the Lonten Order of Elksi the great fraternity that
We pay 2 per cent on Checking Accounts; 4 per cent, on Savings Accounts,
season Las Vegas society thia week it is.
cast off the restrictions placed on
visit
George H. Hunker, Charles A Spiess,
events and again began the, whirl
Bias Sanchez of Wagon Mound came
Judge David J. Leahy, Charles W. G.
.'
of jollity by attending
numerous Wird and several other officers and
in this afternoon for a short business
events.
I
visit
members of the lodge gave toasts or
The week ORened pleasantly with clever
J. D. Eartckaon of Albuquerque
speeches. William H. Springer,
the annual Knights of. Clumbus ball. the new exalted'
came a last night for a short business
ruler, was roundly
Culloughk Mr. Harry. Nolrth, Mr. Mi Columbians Open
Elliott-Clemewhile events were happening during
applauded when he arose to speak.
Siena, Mr. iMiles Standish, Mr. The Social Season
the entire week which added to the Mr,
guel
Mrsi Erie Ohoate left this afternc-oEngagement Announced
Sprlngei', though one of the
The
Mr. J. H. Elliott has announced the
jollity of tho- opening of the .society younger members of the order In John Sundt and Mr. Frani Lewis.
for Watrous to visit relatives for a
first big .fcoeial
event
,
The hosts Included: Superintendent following Lent,
season.
short time.
proved, as usual, a big engagement of his daughter, Mlsa
point of age and date of initiation,
and Mrs; Rufus Mead, Professor and affair this year and even The clubs maintained a good record has
Simon Vorenburg, Jr., of Wagon
exceeded Elizabeth Grace Elliott, to Mr. Charles
gone rapidly to the foreground. Mrs. B.
thia week, nearly all holding meetngs He
J, Read, Miss Catherine Davis, any previous 'year's event." This was Emile Clement No announcement ha
Mound came in this afternoon for a
hag taken a keen Interest in Elk-doMisa Markham, Miss M. M. Hull, Miss wnen the
and in two instances the regular roushort business visit
Knight of Columbus gave yet been made ae to when the marand the lodge Is convinced it has
now. J
Rtfth Anderson, Miss Alice ConnelL their annual Easte- tine of entertainment was dispensed selected the
S. M. Graham of Denver came in
riage will occur, but it la expected
to
man,
head it dur Miss
Monday ball.
right
Pearl Ellis, Misa DeSaix Evans,
with to a certain extent, lending a
The attendance at the ball was un- that the happy event will take place
this afternoon from, Santa Fe for a
12
months.
Mr.
the
ing
coming
Spring
Tor
flesh more
A valuable dressing
short business visit
enjoyable spirit to the meetings. er's well known business ability and Miss Alma Paulson, Miss Alice Tip- usually large and all during the even during the coming summer
ton,' Miss Clara Tipton, Miss Chella
Last night proved to be one of the his enthusiasm are
W. C. Lassell of Racine, Wis, Is in wounds, burns, scalds, old sores, rash,
Miss Elliott is one of the most popuing much JoUity reigned. The dancexpected to make Van
SNOW busiest of the entire week. Thel an
Miss Nellie Wells, Miss
Petten,
was
lar
las Vegas and will remain here in- chafed skin, Isit BALLARD'S
ing
restricted
young ladies in the city. She has
to the twostep
is both healing and nual ball of the Eastern Star lodge him a valuable executive. He was Mary Borein, Miss Elizabeth Parnell, and
LINIMENT;,
resided in Las Vegas (practically all
definitely as a visitor.
but
this
waltz,
added
unanimous
vote
elected,
of
the
than
by
rather,
Walter Cayot, employed at Bacha- - antiseptic. Price 25c, 50c and fl.00 attracted an unusually large crowd, members and insured of United sup- Miss Maryel Papen, Miss Leona Green-cla- detracted from the
jollity of the even- her life and has attended the local '
Miss Lillian Harton, Miss Ruby
rach Brothers' store, left s today fori per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co. while at the Duncan opera house a port
ing. Many people explained that it schools. She is a young lady of abll-'..!
Adv.,
Miss Mary Lowry, Miss Rebe was considerable
Santa Fe concert was given. The
Mora on a short business trip.
The menu served at the banquet Jones,
of a ''novelty and ity and of beauty.
W. G. Ogle returned this afternoon
High school entertained at a big party was excellent, D. L. Cole, manager iSandsi Miss Kate Selinger, Miss Jes- pleasura to again dance" only those
Mr. Clement is truly a Las Vegas
sie Wood, Miss Clarabelle Adler, Miss dances which
from Cimarron, where he has been
and numerous- - smaller events
about two years ago young man, having lived in this city
of the Castenada hotel and member
Miss Thelma
on business for the past several days. CHILDREN TO RECEIVE!
were the only steps of the terpslchore-aduring the larger part of his life. He
of the local Elksi' lodge, managed the J!uanit$ Burchette,
Miss Alta Craven, Mios Virginia
Rev. Father Paul Gilberton return-- d
is popular and a young man with conDuring the remainder of the spring preparation of the meal. The banart practiced at dances.
Floyd; Miss Dorothyv Hermann, Miss
and practicalty until the next Lenten
last night from Santa Fe, where
The music was furnished by the Las siderable business ability. Recently
from Grace
quet was served toy pretty
IIRST
Lord, Miss Bessie Nisson, Miss (Vegas Dance
season society will experience Its the local establishment of girls
lie has been for ;the past several days.
the Fred
orchestra, and marked he became connected with the EraenClara "Reusing, Miss Ruth Seelinger, the debut of this'
IMr. and Mrs. Earl Bigelow of Des
usual activityl. During thoest,
store.
aker
jewelry
organization. Their
Haryey system-- ,
V...t B
vBionths wedding engagemH ThWl
Mjss Mtiel Stewart, Miss Julia Sundt, music was excellent While the choice
Moines, la., arrived1 in Las Vegas yes4
The menu was as follows
DAY
BE
FEAST
TOMORROW
WILL
TookMiss
Ruth
Edith
Swallow, Miss
'
announced, weddings will occur, and
Miss Parkin Gives
of pieces played also1 Was excellent
terday and Will remain here for some
,
Princess
Canape
CHURCH!
AT
OF IMMACUer, Miss Aileen Tralnor, Miss Wynnle
time.
it is rumored with excellent foundaMr. N. J, Hines and Miss Ola Laird A Sewing Party
Gherkins
Ripe Olives
LATE CONCEPTION
ChallwMr. Robert Hart, Mr. Frank led the
W. M. McCoy of Pueblo, Colo., artion that the number of matrimonial
This afternoon one, of the most dePimento Olives . t
grand march, and dancing con
MeCullough, Mr. Edward Meloney, Mr. tinued until o'clock In
ventures this summer will even exceed
rived in Las Vegas last night and will
events of the week occurred
lightful
a
Chicken
the morning.
la Reine
Pattia
children of last
The English-speakinClifford Stewart, Mr. Thoralf Sundt,
c
remain here for some time as a busiwhen Miss Ruth Parkin entertained
year's, which now holda the recof
Filet
Beef
Larded
the Church of the Immaculate
Mr. Martin' Sundt, Mr. Herbert Pout
ness visitor.
ord for several years. Surprises will
at the home of Mr. and .Mrs. W. J.
Mrs. Hosklns Hostess
Mushroom Sauce
will make their first commun be
son,"Mr.
from"
Philip Kolbo, Mr. Leroy
F. H. H1U, special officer for the
the
Lucas at a sewing party. The afterprfesnt String Beans
many, judging
For Mrs. Rapp
Potatoes
Rissole
Mr. Francis Young, Mr. Harry
Santa Fe Railway company, came in ion tomorrow morning at the 6:30 outlook.
Head Lettuce Roquefort Dressing
Monday at her home Mrs. Daniel noon was delightfully spent and closCreswick, Mr. Kenneth Creswick, Mr. Tilden
last night front" Raton for a short bus- o'clock mass. About 20 children have All the usual jolly events, parties
Hosklns entertained at a de- ed with the serving of dainty refreshIce
Vanilla
Cream
been prepared for this important oc- and other affairs particularly devoted
Hufiano Gallegos Mr. William. Hay-do'u
iness visit.
afternoon party in honor of ments. Present werei Miss Frances
Assorted
Cakes
lightful
Mr. Henry Nahm, Mr. Allen
Lawrence .Ilfeld of Albuquerque casion by the pastor, Rev. Father to this season of the year, soon will
Myers, Miss Caroline Greenberger,
Mrs. Hamilton Rapp, who is Mrs,
Coffee
Mr. Cecil Reed and Mr. Palo
Parents and begin and all society folk will rejoice.
came in yesterday afternoon for a Adrian Rabeyrolle.
Miss Regina Stem, Miss Lorna John
folhouse
The
were
the
was
those
afternoon
guest.
present
Among
Rosenthal.
short visit with friends and relatives friends of the children also will re- The old saying that people must play
Miss Elizabeth West, Miss Hazel
son,
was
William J. Mills, David W.
highly enjoyable and
closed with
4
4
ceive the sacrament tomorrow, and Istiest applied to the social whirl, for lowing:
in this city.
the serving of refreshments. Present Gerard, Miss Rose Powers, Miss Rose
C. A. Bishop, "P. D. McEIroy,
Condon,
Eastern Star Dance
N, S. Belden of the mesa was a bus- the occasion will be celebrated as a that is the play of women and young
were Mrs. Hamilton Rapp, Mrs. E. V. Kellogg, Miss Marie Roberts, Misa
Dr. M. F. Des Marais, E. J. McWenie,
Is a Happy Event
iness visitor in the city todayv Mr. feast day.
ladies generally, and it must be fol- Herman C. Ilfeld, Hallett
Long, Mrs. J. M. Cunningham, Mrs. Hazel Webb and Miss Chella Van
Raynolds,
A huge success Is the term that may
At 10 o'clock there will be a high lowed out to success or there is a
Belden reports that agricultural condiJefferson Raynolds, Mrs. Edward D. Petten.
W. O. Wood, Charles Wi G. Ward,
be 'applied to the Eastern Star's an'
tions on the mesa are favorable.
mass, at which the first communion missing link in the pleasure and hapMrs. Hallett Raynolds, Mrs.
B.
H.
Carl
J.
William
Anient,
Springer,
'
nual ball, which occurred last night Raynolds,
A. DeMarals father of A. E. DeMar-ais- , children will renew their baptismal piness of life.
Club
Wertz, Harry Martin, Clarence Pierce, at the armory. The ball lived Up to H. W. Kelly, Mrs. John S. Clark, Mrs. Friday Bridge
assistant secretary of the Y. M. vows. In the evening at 7:30 o'clock
B.
Wolfe Morants, J. F. Sweeny, George
Jr., Mrs. F. B. Jan- Enjoys a Luncheon
C. A., arrived in Las Vegas yesterday there will occur the consecration of
every letter of the term and the large StephenMrs. Davis,
Bach-- "
Dispensing with the usual custom
A.
J.
S.
Arthur
Simon
Mrs. W. J,
Ilfe,ld,
uary,
Moore,
Fleming,
Annual
crowd that attended was loud In its
the children and their enrollment in Elks Enjoy
and will remain here during the
the
Friday Afternoon Bridge club met
Mrs.
W. E. Kaser, Mrs. D. C.
Lucas,
arach, G. PU Hunker, Chester Hunker, praise for the party.
Banquet Tuesday
inner.
the scapular.
at noon and was entertainyesterday
W.
Mrs.
P.
A.
IC
Joha
R.
Mrs.
Winters,
Jr.,
Sig
Harris,
McClanahan,
Elks'
Linn,
Last Tuesday, evening at the
The dance began at 9 o'clock and
a
luncheon at the Cased
at
delightful
home occurred the annual installation Nahm, David Winternitz, A. Strauss, lasted into the early hours of this Charles Spiess, Mrs. E. N. Kearney
tenada
later
hotel,
adjourning to the
Miss
David
Ed
Miss
anJohn
Lewis,
Louise
Dauin,
Thornhill,
Daum,
of officers of that order and the
morning. During the entire time the Mrs. C.Mary
of
W.
home
Mrs.
J. Lucas, where
H.
Mrs. J. H. Shout,
Will Fugr .j Joseph Danziger, dancers
nual installation banquet This affair
glided over the floor charmed Mrs. El Schirmer,
were
This change to
cards
played.
10.
Da13,
Mrs.
N.
E.
Kear
L Abbott,
Johnson,
this year proved to be up to all for- Charles Danziger,
"Wall
music.
with the "excellent
the program proved delightful and was
mer years while the attendance was vid Hazels, Lorenzo Delgado, Vincent flowers," a feature of some dances, ney and Mrs. E. E. Veeder.
thoroughly enjoyed by all. Those
Rathburn, James Whitmore, Lowry were not seen at this affair, for all
larger.
present were Mrs. B. T. Mills, Mrs. F.
The installation ceremonies were Clevenger, O. M. Ward, H. G. Mohr, those present responded to the en Children's Party
L. Myers, Mrs, Clarence Iden, Mrs. A.
conducted by C. A. Bishop of Santa A. L Gump, Donald Hart, Richard F. trancing strains of the music and At Hosklns Home
J. Talley, Mrs. Stephen Powers, Mrs.
C.
This
Louis
terhooa
Colbert
at
Mr.
Ilfeld,
their
af
Root,
home
exalted
Johnson,
Fe, the district deputy grand
danced, filling the floor to its capac'
""
'"ft A w
A 1 A
CVH.
to
Schirmer, Mrs. Earickson of
m
Mand Mrs. Daniel Tilden Hoskins enter
a
ruler for New Mexico. The officers Charles Greenclay, - Bendix, Louis ity.
Mrs. W. J. Lucas.
and
Manuel
tained
number
P.
a
an
little
Charles
of
Trumbull,
at
Shtopp,
girls
installed were: 'fx;
The tangoers, hesltators and the
V
Exalted Ruler, William
Springer. Henriquez, C. E. Lew Is, William B. followers of all the intricate steps of afternoon party given in honor of Mrs.
Entertains
York
Les
Helen
Hosklns
Frank
of
H.
C.
and
Fe
Strass,
Santa
Baily,
Rapp
Esteemed Leading Knight, Charles Stapp.
the still comparatively "new" dances
Frances Springer Hoskins of this qityi The Round Dozen
lie Witten, William Frank, T. M,
Ward.
W.
enjoyed themselves hugely, for special
The Round Dozen club met ThursThe afternoon was gaily spent In
Saul Rosenthal, James Leonard, muaio had been
Esteemed Loyal Knight, J. B.
provided for them.
day
afternoonj with Mrsv J. H. York at
R. R. Larkln, Daniel Stern, Charles
AmenL
reign- games and closed with the serving of a
Although the waltz and two-stesession closed with redelightful
present at the party freshments. Present were Mrs. F. O.
Esteemed Lecturing Knight, E. J. Rosenthal, Jake Graaf, Mitz, Joseph ed generally, yet frequently In a waltz refreshments,
Hillbrand, Fred Corbett, Charles a couple would be seen flying in and were Misses Susie Moore, Elizabeth
McWenie.
Blood, Mrs. F. L. Myers, Mrs. L. V.
E.
O'Malley, Fred Nolette, George
Treasurer, W. G. Benjamin.
around tn th course of a Boston with Morrisatte, Dorothy Abbett,-- Violet Crocker, Mrs. C. S. Losey, Mrs. E. I.
Thomas'
G.
Ruth
W.
Frances
Condon.
Benjamin,
Raywood,
Morrison,
V
Secretary, T. W.
the dip attached, and likewise in the Hayward,
W1
Hammond, Mrs. W,; Jl, Lucas and
Johnsen, B. T. Mills, Herbert Geh-rins
Trustee, Hallett Haynolds.
"rags" often were Jn evi- Veeder, Hazel Veeder, Alice Long, Mrs. C. W. Wesner. TV!,.
Ernest
Bernice
Alice
Orrla
A.
Blood,
C.
Witten, Margaret Fitch,
Erb,
dence.
Tyler, Marry Martin.
Following the installaljon ceremon- Blood, W. B. Charles, Dr. C. S. Losey, kfThe music was furnished by the Southard, Elizabeth Padgett, Marian
fir
ies the new exalted ruler announced Judge David J. Leahy, Charles M. Las,i Vegas Dance orchestra and: an Davis and Lockie Hardin January.
the appointment of N. 6. Hermann as Spiess and John Rudulph.
excellent program was played. During
it
were served. Altar Guild
esquire, William O. Woods as chapthe evening refreshments
'
Chooses Officers
lain, and Donald Hart as Inner guard, High School Host
The Altar Guild of St. Paul's Me
and these officers were conducted to To New Freshmen
lit- Normal to Give
bulldschool
morial
church met Thursday afternoon EXECUTIVE
at
the
mm mm tarn
Last night
High
their stations.
COMMITTEE
An Entertainment
ALSO
L are proud of the dean record every
In addressing the lodge and at the ipg the most entertaining and enjoy j Thlsevenlng at the Duncan, opera with Mis EmmaoTamma. The regu
RECOMMENDS
CHANGE OF
NAME FOR ORGANIZATION
FRANKEL FIFTELN garment carries from
banquet table Mr. Bishop made some: able school party given at that piac.e hpuseithree organizations of the. New lar election of officers for the guild
highly Interesting remarks to the for some time took place when the Mexico Normal University will enter- was held and the following were chos
the beginning to the end. These remark- Las Vegas entire High school, together with the tain Las Vegans at a,.-- . concert and en:' Miss Jeanotte Ward, directress;
Elks. He,
A meeting of the executive eomrmt.
Eible men's clothes are made Iri thei heart of New
such
a
on
represent
faculty, entertained In honor of the movie show which is to; be given for Miss Emma Tamma, assistant direct tee of the Law and Order League waa
having
lodge
ress; Miss Frances Myers, secretary, held yesterday afternoon, at which tha
tlve mentbership, uch handsome quar- eighth grade or the coming freshmen the benefit of the Normal. Glea club.
York, in a modem sanitary plant. They are good
euch efficient officers and such class.
the orches- and Miss Helen Cunningham, treasur- future activities of tha association
The
Glee
ters,
Normal
club,
because they are made by happy workmen amidst
',,
The party was largely attended and tra and1 members of the Dramatic club er.
He predicted
were discussed. It was voted t
promising offioers-elec- t
and
The meeting was closed, with the
model surroundings. They aresupreme at $15.00
increased
there) was not a dull moment during will entertain, and
for the lodge
growth
United States Judge Pope to addecidedly interusefulness to the year to come, de- the entire affair. Through the skill esting program ha3 been arranged. shervlng of refreshments. r Present dress a public meeting in this city at
because their makers are specialists in popular priced
as Doubtless the entertainment will be were Miss Jeanatte Ward,i Miss
hie earliest convenience.
claring that is becoming of value of the young ladies of the school,
''
tf f clothes.
to the community through its exempli- sisted by the young men, the High largely attended, as all Las Vegans Frances Myers, Miss Chella Van Pet-The committee voiced its desire and
fication of the principles of the ord ir. school rooms were cleverly decorated, always are pleased to hear the work ten, Miss Marie Mann, Miss Phebe purpose to aid Iho ahid pu'oon nuiv
to
exFrankel Brothers
devote
the
a
big
factory
'" " "' '
fe
Around Jhe banquet table remarks j The" entertainment of the evening of the Normal musical jfJjibs. and like- partaid IteV. JT:S. lloorW'
meat ln 'ouU-.iii5,
riinc".?, V,--i l' 1
.', ' i (ir:V
.of this grade.
elusive manufacture
I.
were made by the retiring officers, the included mock carnival. The
la coming to a vo:e. l,
wise the dramatlo Organization.
question
- the fortune teller and all Miss Gladys' Carfoon; MR "Frank H. Herman Bacharacn
new -- officers and several prominent
eion followed r j'dirc a c
Mr. Bishop other features peculiar to a carnival H. Roberts, Jr.;' and Mr. Franlt Lan- Gives Dinner Party v ,
the
members
of
name
lodge.
the
association
of
and
t!,i t
- : for spring and summer are) ...
Last evening at the Castenada hotel of the committee favored the n . .
one-act- .
fjrse:.en-titte- d
.
was first to be called upon by William were present and provided ample en dau 'wM.'iippeir
'
'
"
'''
S"
in, and pleasure to behokL,
t
which is one of the at- Herman Bacharach entertained sev of "Social We' fare aMoeLiu 1." r :
J. Mills, who acted 'aa toastmaster. tertainment.
"Bills,"
tf
i
The same' plan was 'worked out in tractive features of the program. The eral of his friends at a delightful din- title that Would more fully e1 ; r
Mr. Bishop toasted the Las Vegas
,
YOUR'INSPECTIOti IS INVITED.
i'
refreshments. Tables were placed Normal Glee club will render several ner. A special table was provided for aims and purposes cf the s
the
that
the
and
hope
expressed'
lodge
would continue to grow and prosper. in a room In cabaret fashion and selections, while the orchestra will the party and following the dinner Final action on t'ie initio" v
t
Hallett Raiynolds, in a neat speech, musil was furnished by the O'Malley play during all intermissions. Two Herman entertained at a line party ferred to the nsung pa? Vr
of reels of motion
presented the retiring presiding offi- violin sextette during the serving
pictures also will be at the picture show. Thes3 present
"
exalted
refreshments.
handsome
ST. FAL't'3 r
cer with a.
past
shownj, The first l,ow will begin at at the dinner and niovio show were
TO 6IVt fM)lt Sf HVICE
Max Ilfeld, Carl Ilfeld, Palo Rosenthal.
Present at the affair were: Guests 8 o'clock.
ruler's
The choir is r
insignia, paying Governor
Miss Edna Bland, Miss Isabel Bus-toFrank II. H. Roberts, Jr., Gerald rehearsal tc.T.' ' f. in t.
Mills a deserved trltmta for his effis
Miss Violet Flalz, Miss Heneritta Mrs. Spelss Entertains
cient handling of his office. Mr,
and prompt at 7:15 V
Greenclay and Herman Bacharach.
SvsTcr
w rf
i
said the past exalted ruler had Kauffman, Miss Myrtle Kcene, Miss Bright Idea Club
The chil'svi i r (i
'
r
are reminc" ,1
been of great service to the order Margaret Larkln, Mis Mildred Myers,
The Bright Idea Bridge club was Young Ladies
ttrm ouva Nissoni Miss Essie Pepperd,
......
K j
7
Have Line Party
Fifth Ave.,
t
boxe
entertained
through his sonncL.
ary
yerteray
delightfully
Last 0? "t a libber of youns? children's t:'(.
i
,
and bad most worthily exemplified MfeBBertha Rainey, Miss Alice Reg- when Mr Charles A Spiess gave a
'
one of the chief requirements of a ensburg, Miss Myrtle Itegensburg, luncheon prior to the regular session ladlos enjoyed a line p.wty at the Dun-ca- a
The aniiu ! "
,
The lunchfon
opera house, .! tending the Santa plants will f '
good Elk, "One who loves his fellow Mte Mary Bands, Miss Harriett of the orsTinization.
men."
, Las XegfJLati&inSioto w
Tooker, Miss Julia Trogstad, .Mlfs was delightful, while the entire after- Pe concert piven by the Pasadena
r
Those Literary and Musical Concert comGovernor Mills accepted the insig- Edith Wright, Mbs Louise Beisman. noon was pqmtlly jilawint.
Profsk u
nia with an eloquent little speech, in Mr. William Bowen, , Mr. Herman present were Mrs. Hallett Raytiolua, pany. T!ks( 5n t,ho psrty wpro Mi?s at It o'df-'-v- ,
i i
,
Ixirna Jonnson. Mi;--- M.irio Clement,
Mrs. Erie Tlok
which he expressed pleasure at hav- Bacharach, Mr. David Dougherty, Mr. Mm B.
j
South iidoHftja
Mr. Mrs. S. B.
Mr.
EstaUiiW mat
Earl
TookGlbb,
Miss
Sa.Iie
to
Mh's
Adam
his
been
to
able
Mrs.
be
of
service
Callages,
Clenip!;t,
Lucy
Herbert
ing
Davis, Jr.,
John Lewis, Mr.' Claudd Lewis, Mr. Clark, Mrs. C. a. Ivsey. Mrs. Ti 3. er, Miss Iraiiie- Lowry, Jllsa Ulilnret!
lodge.
The 11 o'clork toast "To Our
McWy, MU
Lawrence Linn. Mr. Matt McCall, Mr. VcWpnle, Mrs. L. V. Crocker and Mra. MeMa'ion, Mif:-- C':::',
Mo- lUzol Wtbb and
Vv'
Herman Ilfeld',
Brothers, " was given by Patrick Charles McCullough, Mr. Elmer
u

N

Mrs. Claude Rainey of Albuquerque
returned to her home today after having visited friends in this city for a
short time.
Mrs. A J. Thuli of Watrous will
leave tomorrow night for Chicago1,
where she will visit relatives for several weeks.
County Engineer George A Morrison returned this afternoon from Watrous, where he has been working on
couna survey of the San Miguel-Mor- a
ty line.
Mr. and Mrs. F. R. Smith' of Kansas
City arrived in Las Vegas yesterday
afternoon and will remain here indefinitely. They are here for the benefit
of Mr, iSmlth's health, and may reside
at El. Porvenlr,
Walter Randolph, who has been
staying at Trout Springs for the past
week, came in yesterday afternoon
for a short visit with friends. Mr,
Randolph was confined to the St. Anthony sanitarium for some time, but
is considerably improved in health
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CHAPMAN
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t Will

COLUMN
TOR CLASSIFIED

RATES

ADVER-

TISEMENTS
Reggy I suppose that your fathM
was quite pleased when he learnei;
that I was an old salt and owned a

real yacht.

Pwr?v Yea and he added that, i:
you don't quit hanging around he'i
going to pepper you.

-

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 1,
Five cents per line each Insertion.
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR Reg
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
star conclave
d
No ad to occupy less space than two
In each mentk at Ma- day
All
nes
advertisements
charged
sonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
without regard to number of words. corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

w:

C)
C)

o
O
o)

For YOLK

J

EMPRESS
FLOUR

-

Assistant Deputy,
East Las Vegas, N.

For R&stt
Suite of rooms in mod
home, also single room. Can-

not rent to consumptives. 1034
Eighth street. Phone Main 608.
FOR RENT Two room
ihouse. 921 Lincoln

furnished

It ' giving you
a present for do-

Sixth street,

1011
M.

ing something
you d do uny
way when you
learn how Much

(
5

O. O. MOOSE Meets second anS
fourth
Thursday evening eacfc
hall. Vlaitin
month at W. O.
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary

BefferEMPRESS

FLOUR rtclk

is,

g

Made by GER- MAN PROCESS

I. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. B4t
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tuet
day of the month In the vestry room
uf Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock S

ONE COUPON FROM

EMPRESS FLOUR AND
Visiting brothers are cordially Id
Mrs. HenDeck Niagara has a won
STAMPS
FIVE
Chart
Isaac
vited.
Appel,
President;
derful force. When I first saw It 1
BRINGS YOU THE
Secretary.
Greenclay,
SIX per cent loans obtainable to
was speechless for a full minute.
IT 'S
SPOON
Mr. Henpeck It must have wonder
buy, build or improve farm, ranch
GENUINE WM.
AMERICA
WOODMEN
MODERN
OF
ful force, indeed.
and city property or remove inROGERS &
Meet In the Forest of Brotherlj
cumbrances therefrom; special priv
SONS' A A
hall
Love
oJ
World
Woodmen
at
the
VERY ROUGH
ileges and reasonable terms. For
STANDARD
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
proposition, address Finance Dept.,
SILVER
8
m.
Stewart
C.
each month at p.
1527 Busch Bldg., Dallas, Texas,
Sonsul; O. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Is
Visiting
Local Deputy.
Montague,
ATTOKNEY8
FRENCH.
members are especially welcone and
REY (STERHUNKER & HUNKER
cordially Invited.
LING) FINISH
teorge A. HunKer. Chester A. Hani
Attorneys-at-LaKNIGHTS
OF C0LUMBU8, COUN 1
F.MPRFAS
New Men
m Vegas,
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
can be
earth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
members
Pioneer
buUding.
Visiting
tained in this city from 4
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Invited. Richard Devlne,
are
cordially
Dentist
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
Dental work of any description
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 413
3e
2,000 lbs., or Mors, Each Dslvsry
East ''Las Yeeas. New Mexico
25o
per 1M
.
1,000 lbs, to 2,000 lbs.. Each Dsllv.ry
s5 P,r
J
Each
to
200
1,008
Delivery
lbs.
lb.,
MONUMENT CO
400 Pr
Each
209
to
60
lbs.,
Wlivsry
lbs,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Young Lawyer This la but a rough
Pr m
Less than 60 Iba, Eaph Dsllvsry
215 E. Central
draft of my brief.
23 Years Practical Experience.
Old Lawyer Then It needs fllln.
E. A. JONES
W W. BOWERS
HUMOROUS STORY
Harvesters, Btorers, ud Dlftrlbutori et Kataral
Profesional Health Culture for Ladles
Veia Fameaa.
Lasting Qualities l Which Have Made La
MRS. OLLIE SHLZARER
BMf'M "l'""
AVENUE
DOUGLAS
711
OFFICE
General Massage, Hair and 8calp
V
Treatment, Facial Massage, ManK
cure, Chiropody.
Steam Laundry Building
Phone Vegas 128
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m,

Miscellaneous

V
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o

ALL GROCERS

BETAIL PRICES

tP-

o
o
o
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;
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phone main 2

elegant Rogers'
Spoon
you

ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12.00. Ladles
always welcome. O. L, FiersMoney must accompany order. Will
an, President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
treat you right. Mrs. Maggie E. cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,

HIS CHANCE

o

v

C

LOCAL TIME CARD

at

Wanted

c

Pub,
Qptic

Te

F. O. E. Meets first and third
day evenings each month at Woe
men hall. vVisifing brothers cordially invited to attend. C. N. Dougla
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con-

O

O

)

N

'

ern

c

C

tv

BROTHERHOOD

Meets every Monday n!st II
0. R. C. hall, on Douglae avenie tl
8 o'clock.
Waiting member art s
J. C. Werts, Frag
dia'.ly welcome.
dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C, &
Bally, Treasurer.
1U2

.

o
o
o
o
o

c

15he

A. F. A FRATERNAL

2,

East Bound
vocation first Monday In
Arrive
Depart
each month at Masonic
sv
Temple at 7:80 p. m. P. No. X.. . 7:20 p. m... . . 7:45
.. .11:54 p. m
11:5
a, Brinegar, H. P.;
O. No.
2:30 a. m..
No. 8.. . 2:25 a. m
Blood, Secretary;
2:00 1.
No. 10.. . 1:35 p. m
West Bound
' O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
4. Meets every Mondav nvenino- t
Arrive
Depart
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN I.
their hall on Sixth street All
1:35
No. 1.. . 1:10 p. m
visiting
6:40 a. m.
orethren cordially Invited to attend No. 8.. . 6:35 a. m
J. Friedenstine. N. O
No. 7.. . 4:20 p. m,.... 4:30 f. h
d,
V. O.; T. M. Elwood,
7:00 .
. 6:35 p. m
Secretary; Karl No.
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
WANmu Good salesman on com cemetery Trustee.
mission basis, acquainted with drug
and department store trade. Ad
r, u. k l. iv s Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
dress with references, Adolph Spleh
ler, Mfg. Perfumer, Rochester, N. Y, month Elks' home on Ninth street and
uougiaa avenue. Visltingr brothers.
BOARD WANTED
In small private are cordially Invited. Gov, Wm. J.
This
First Actor And you went out on
family, widow preferred, plain fam Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
the road In a genuine sea drama?
ily food and cooking desired, price Secretary.
Silver
Was the trip successful T
must
be
reasonable.
Address,
to
were
Second Actor No; there
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURBoarder, care Optic.
-- if
use
many light houses.

O
O

D

o

(I

;

DoncQ uickly ai

Rightly

NO.

Regular communication first and
in
third Thursday
ach month. Visiting
brothers cordially in
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M H. S. Van
Petten, Secretary,

WHY IT FAILED
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Be
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A. M.
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AND
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Office

RESTAURANT

HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER!
THX BEST GOOD8 OBTAINABLE! ALWAYS HANDLED

FOR RENT

fin 4

LOBBY
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(
V
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JONES-BOWER-

AGUA PURA COMPANY
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tf.Vf

ANT Adi
Are Best

Nothing So Good for a Cough or Cold

When you have a cold you want
the best medicine obtainable eo as to
get rid of it with the least possible den
lay. There are many who consider
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy unsur
passed. Mrs. J. Boroff, Ellda, Ohio,
says, "Ever since my daughter Ruth
waa cured of a eevere cold and cough
by Chamberlain's Cough Remedy two
years ago, I have felt kindly disposed
Quiz Was that etory you printed
of that
toward the manufacturers
humorous effort!
preparation. 1 know of nothing bo
Whiz It was. Quiz H didn't make anybody laugh. quick to relieve a cough or cure
Whiz Well,"it waa a good Joke on cold.' For sale by all dealers. Adv
the editor who accepted it, anyhow.
Disreputable.
Census Taker Who lives with youl
Frenchman My mere (mother) ani
my filie (daughter).
Census Taker Oreat. Scott; yo
must live In a staMo.

f
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no mercury, and is taken Internally,
the public at all times.
No.
21:
Precinct
District
Prohibition
acting directly upon the blood and
In
A petition from Precinct No. 21, mucous surfaces of the system.
SURPLUS
N. buying Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure
within
San
CAPITAL- - PAID
Miguel
county,
from
Yesterday.)
(Continued
$50,0O0.H
M., signed by the required number of you get the genuine. It is taken In100,000.00
"W
and made in Toledo, Ohio,
Mil
there
voters
and
ternally
residing
1914.
D.
qualified
A.
Tuesday, January 6,
within the locality of the proposed by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonials
The board met pursuant to adjournprohibition district, having been pre- free.
ment
'Sold by Druggists. Price 75c per
sented this day, praying that the
Fidel Ortiz, chairman;
Present:
bottle.
baror
the
whether
not,
of
question
John H. York, county commissioner;
Take Hall's Family Pills for conter, sale or exchange of intoxicating
J. M. Cunningham, Preside
f D. T. Hosilns, Cashier.
, ;T
,
Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of the board.
Adv.
stipation,
be
therein,
shall
be
prohibited
liquors
on motion.
E. S. Lewis, Asi'L Cash.
Frank Springer,
Absent: Antonio A. Gallegos.
It is ordered that the clerk make a submitted to the qualified electors of
The record of yesterday's proceedOld newspapers, about 90 to bundle.
report of said bonds to- said district, and such petition being
supplemental
free. Pay messenger upon
ings, read, approved and signed.
thereof,i.del,vered
onsideration
upon
due
thereon, regular,
gether with the interest
Prohibition Election Canvass:
Price 10 cents er bundle.
delivery.
ordered
be submitted to the state board of and a motion duly maae, it is
Special elections having been held to
,
board,
the
consideration by
within the districts designated by the loan commissioners for
NOTICE OF EXECUTION SALE
That said petition be, and the same
as a subsequent and additional reas
and
proposed
commissioners,
county
Notice la hereby given that under
of the. is approved and ordered filed, and the
to
report,
the
original
port
Precinct
within
prohibition districts,
of San Miguel county, N. j proposed prohibition district, as de- and by virtue of on execution issued
No. 47, Hot Springs, and Precinct No. indebtedness
is
out of the District Court of San Miguel
and
in
it
said petition, be,
to June 20th, 1910, and that scribed
21, Rowe, respectively, San Miguel M., up
district
as
the
G.
County, in Cause No. 7584, upon the
W.
designated
to
Sar hereby
such report
county, State of New Mexico, on the he forward
f.o docket of said Coujt wherein the
submitted
shall
there
be
wherein
commisloan
of
said
23rd day of December, A. t)., 1913, gent, secretary
the qualified electors thereof, on Aetna Building Association of Las Ve
and the returns, poll books, ballots sioners.
Tuesday, the 24th day of March A. gas, New Mexico, is plaintiff and
and ballot boxes of said election hav- Bills.Approved:
D. 1914, at a special election to be Trinidad Romero is defendant, where
rendered
accounts
The
following
office
of
the
ing been returned to the
the county of San Miguel, held on said day the question of whe in the said plaintiff did on the 26th
county clerk, as required by law, the against
Olfice with the Saif Miguel National'Dank
examined 'by the board, ther or not the barter, saleyor ex- day of February, A. D. 1914, recover
been
board, upon a canvass, of such spe- having
be
the
shall
said
defendant
of
Judgment
against
intixocating liquors
are approved for payment, change
cial election returns, finds the vote the same
and the clerk is directed to issue his prohibited therein, and the polling for the sum of Ten Hundred Eighty-eigsaid
in
WM. Q. HAYDOH- w
question
the
Fretident
prohibition
upon
0
and
($1,088.77)
Dollars,
several warrants upon the county place for said election and the judges
districts to be as follows,
KELLY
B.
W.
Vie
0
president
($9.35) Dollars
and clerks to preside thereat are and Nine and
treasurer in settlement thereof;
Precinct No. 47, Hot Springs:
D. V. HOSKIN8
cost of suit, with interest thereon at
.Treasure
named below, viz:
hereby
Number of bailors cast, 35.
the rate of twelve per cent per annum
Polling Place:
Warrant 102M R. Gallegos, sneriff,
For prohibition 8, against prohibition
O. Ley- - from the 26th day o February, A. D.
P.
of
House
Jacobo
Leyba,
$290.
commission
fund,
allowance,
27.
1914) until paid. I have levied upon
M.
Upon motion the board adjourned ba, N.
Precinct No. 12, Rowe:
the
following described property, to- Election
Judges:
to the call of the chairman thereof.
Number of ballots cast, 91.
wit:
1. Francisco S. fcieyba, P. O. Leyba,
FIDEL ORTIZ,
For prohibition 56, against prohibi"That tract of land and lots with
N. M.
expose for sale and sell to the highest
Chairman.
Attest:
35.
tion,
2.
O. Ley the improvements thereon, situated on bidder for cash the above described
Anastacio
P.
Sandoval,
LORENZO
Clerk.
DELGADO,
Therefore, showing the proposed
:
the South side of the public Plaza In real estate, with the improvements
ba, N. M.
district at Hot Springs, within PreMonday, February 2, A. D. 1914.
3.
P. O. Leyba the Town Of Las Vegas, San Miguel thereon
Justiniano
Leyba,
The board of county commission
cinct 47, of Baid county, to be
County, New Mexico, and bounded on
.N. M.
That said real estate will be sold
YOUR
and the proposed district ers of the county of San Miguel, state
the North by the Public Plaza, on the subject to all liens and encumbrances
Election
Clerks:
said
In
mot
session
No.
12,
county,
New
of
Mexico,
at Rowe, Precinct
regular
Henriques Leyba, P. O. Leyba. N. South by Moreno Street, on the East and the 6ald sheriff will execute and
at the court house or said county in
to be prohibition.
by property of E. Rosenwald & Sons, deliver to the purchaser a deed thereI
M.
Las Vegas, N. M., on the first Mon
Gallinaa Bridge Wings:
and on the west by property of for. Tha amount due at the date of
O. Leyba, N. M.
P.
Paz
Sandoval,
Upon motion duly made the clerk is day In February, the same being FebCharles Ilfeld.'!
sale is Eleven Hundred Nineteen and
proclamation
directed to notify the Missouri Val- ruary 2nd, 1914, and the following
And that I will on Wednesday, April
in conformity of Chapter
($1,119.08) Dollars.
Whereas,
ley Bridge and Iron Co., contractors proceedings were had
ROMAN GALLEGOS,
No. 78 of the laws of the State of 22, A. D. 1914, at the East door of the
ra ti otMmht
Present:
Fidel Ortiz, chairman;
for the erection of a bridge over the
Sheriff of San Miguel County.
New Mexico, passed at the second Court House In the Town of Las Ve
aveat
John H. York, county commissioner;
Gallinaa river
Independence
regular session of the First legisla gas, San Miguel County, New Mexico,
nue, Las Vegas, and Prince street, Antonio A. Gallegos, county commis- ture of said state for the
year 1913,
East Las Vegas, to extend the con- sioner; Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of the
is made for the holding of
crete wings of said bridge on the east board; Pablo Jaramillo, interpreter. provision
elections to regulate, the bara n
ntnstl nrA
J J 1.
The record of the proceedings of special
and exchange of intoxicating
sale
ter,
30 feet, at the price agreed upon and the regular January meeting and spein
districts designated within
liquors
set forth in the written contract be- cial sessions, read, approved and
of New Mexico, and a procounty
any
tween said company and the county signed.
per
petition
having been filed by qual
P. Precinct No. 42:
of San Miguel, for the building of
deified electors of the following
Ramon Samora suDmitted to the
said bridge under extra concrete
scribed
within
the
district,
county
work and that such work be com- board his resignation as justice of the
and state aforesaid:
peace of Precinct No. 42, Romeroville,
pleted at as early a day as possible.
Now, Therefore, the board of counto
Refund Liquor Licenses:
within San Miguel county, owing
commissioners of the county of San
ty
It appearing that school district No. his, removal from said precinct, and
state of New Mexico, on this
Miguel,
Miac4, precinct 12, Rowe, within San
upon motion such resignation was
first Monday of February, A. D. 1914,
guel county, N. M., Is Included in that cepted and ordered, filed in the office in
regular session do hereby proclaim
certain prohibition district recently of the clerk, and Jose Ignacio Mon- and give public notice, that a special
for
wia.uuBiieu jy i oyeviai citruium auu, toya having been recommended
election will be held within the fol
therefore, It will be necessary to re- the said office, upon motion,
described .district, county of
lowing
It is ordered by the board that Jose San
fund the unusued portion of any
state of New Mexico, on
Miguel,
licenses issued to parties In the Ignacio Montoya be, and he is hereMarch 24th, A. D. 1914, for
Tuesday,
liquor business, within said prohibi- by appointed justice of the peace of the
purpose of submitting to the
tion district, upon application and a precinct No. 42, Romeroville, within
electors of said district the
qualified
motion.
San Miguel county, in the place and
of whether or not the barter,
question
Feis
board
ordered
It
that
stead of Ramon Samora, resigned, and
by the
sale or - exchange of intoxicating lilix Valencia be refunded the sum of upon qualifying by giving bond and
quors shall be prohibited therein as
$10.64 for the unusued portion of the taking the oath required by law he
retail licenses heretofore Issued to will receive into Ihls custody all provided by said act,
All of precinct No. 21 which conhim by the county of San Miguel, as books and matters pertaining to said
a retail dealer In said school district office and commence his duties as sists of school district No. 29 and
school district No. 49, of the county
No. 4, Precinct 12, of said county, and such justice of the peace.
of San Miguel, state of New Mexico,
to Juan Varela the sum of $1.80, also Public Road Las Tusas
a refund upon a similar liquor license A petition having neretoforu been as bounded on the north with preNo. 32, El Pueblo; on the south
within said district, and the clerk is filed with the board complaining of cinct
directed to issue, his warrants in set- one Camilo Montoya for obstructing by the line that uTvfdes San Miguel
and Torrance counties; on the east
tlement thereof upon the county treas- the public road at Las Tusas, within
with precinct No. 2, La Cuesta, and
urer, payable from the general school San Miguel county, and an order
on the west by the line, that divides
fund 1912.
having been rendered
commanding San Miguel and Santa Fe counties,
ffM fM
!&jf f M
E. Romero Hose Company Sewer:
the said Camilio Montoya to remove and the polling
place designated withkey ft. ti'0'
A request having been made to this such obstructions; he, the said Ca- in such
district and the election
Romero
milo
Hose and Fire
board by E.
Montoya, appeared this day and judges and clerks named to conduct
company, of Las Vegas, N. M., ., for gave notice that Jose Ignacio Mon- said special election at such polling
permission to connect the hose house toya also was obstructing the said place by order of th said board ren
with the court house sewer, at the road at Las Tusas, and presented a dered this
day, are as follows,
BEST QUALITY BOND ENVELOPES
rear of Bald building, said sewer run- petition signed by a large number of
...
IN.
NO. 10 sum
ning through the alley' on the south residents in said locality, asking this
.
IN.
NO. 6
SIZE 3x6
Polling place.
eide of Bridge street, upon considera- board to name a committee to Inves
$2.50 for ECO
14.00 per 1000
House of Jacobo Ixyba, P. O. Ley'
12.50 for 500
tion and a motion- duly made,
$4.00 per 1000
tigate said matter and ascertain the ba, N. M.
It 'is ordered that permission be, facts as to said obstruction, and. upon Election judges.
and the same is hereby given the said motion,
Francisco S. Leyba, Leyba. N. M.
E. Romero Hose and Fire company,
It is ordered by the 'board that the Anastacio Sandoval, Leyba, N. M.
to connect the hose building with the petitioners to the above petition, and Justiniano Leyba, beyba, N. M.
court house sewer at the rear of said also the petition referred to previousElection qjorks:
building, as prayed ifor, tnd that ly filed, or other parties interested;
Henriques Leyba, Leyba, N. M.
such connection be made in a satis- take up said matter with the county
Paz Sandoval, Leyba, N. M.
with them and except as herein otherwise pro
road board and
factory and workmanlike manner.
GOOD QUALITY XXX BAG ENVEAllowance Sheriff:
towards having the Obstructions com vided said above special election shall
L
NO. 12 SIZE
Upon application by the sheriff of plained of removed from the public be held and conducted as provided
NO, 6
SIZE 3x6 IN.
LOPES,
N.
M., for further highway, in order tnat the' public
San Miguel county,
$2.75 for 600
$4.50 per 1000
by law for general elections.
allowance to conduct the business of road may be freely traveled by the .Done at Las Vegas, New Mexico,
$2.50 for 500
$3.50 per 1000
the sheriff's office, and a motion be- public at said Las Tusas, New Mex- this 2nd day of February, A. D. 1914:
.
ico.
ing made,
by the board of county commission
It is ordered that Roman Gallegos, Public Roard Precinct N.o 31:
ers of the county of San Miguel, New
Tomas Gon.ales, who was cited to Mexico, in
sheriff of San Miguel county, N. M.,
open session.
be, and he hereby Is, allowed the sum appear at this session to answer to a BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSION
of $290 as a further allowance to car petition heretofore filed, setting forth
ERS OF THE COUNTY OF SAN
ry on the duties of the sheriff's office that he has obstructed the road way
MIGUEL STATE OF NEW MEX
nd the clerk id authorized to issue near Sena, within San Miguel Co., he
rn r " f
ICO,
r a
a warrant for said sum upon the appeared and explained to this board
US
Lj
FIDEL
ORTIZ,
By
Mi
ij
county treasurer, payable from the that the road way complained of is Attest:
Chairman.
li pi' fj I
a private road, and that he maintains
commission fund of said county.
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk,
f. 1
a gate across said road way, which is
Allowance Road Board:
l!
'(Seal)
,"''
The county road board having made kept locked
during the summer
v
6tf
gyj m ha &a
further application for fuuds to carry months of each year, owing to the Beware of Ointments
for Catarrh
on the work of building and repairln
damage he has suffered during preThat Contain Mercury
county roads within San Mlgue) coun vious years, but consents to remove as mercury will surely
destroy the
'
ty, N. M., upon motion,
the padlock therefrom in order that sense of smell and completely derange
it is ordered that the clerk issue "the public may pass to and fro more the whole system when
entering it
warrants, payable to R. J. Taup?rt conveniently and the complaining par- through the mucous surfaces. Such
treasurer ot the said county road ties being satiasfied with such, offer, articles should never be used
except
board, one for the sum of $664 and
It is thereupon agreed that the said on prescriptions from reputable phyone for $1,413, upon the county treas gate way maintained by Tomas Gon- sicians, as the.
damage they w'll do
nrer, for road work, and payable from zales, across the road near Sena, San is ten fold to the gooJl you can posthe road fund of said county,
Miguel county, shall not be locked at sibly derive from them. Hall's Calionds Gross, Kelly and Co.:
r.ny period, but shall be free to be tarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Gross, Kelly and Co., submitted to opened and convenient for the travel Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains
COUNTY

PRO- -

COMMISSIONERS'
CEEDINGS

the board fractional funding bonds,
Nos. 241 for $:i0 and 521 for $3 issued
by the county of San Miguel, of. Hie
Buries of August 8mi, JS!i7, and requested that the same bo approved
state
to
the
and
reported
board of loan commissioners, such
bonds not having "been Included In
;he original report of the indebtedness of fcaid county, compiled and
to the state loan board, up-
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INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
i)

ht

t:

t:

'

Interest Pedd On Deposits

GOAL

A JD

Ui7:&. &

MOST HEAT FOR

MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

0

t:

NEAT

ATTRACTIVE

PRIHTIHG

Commands Attention
First Impressions Are Lasting

t:

Make a good impression with good envelop esprinted at the
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EIGHT

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

LOCAL

MM

CAR OF THOSE

Sunday
Roinaine.

DELICIOUS

ORANGES

NEWS

Chicken Dinner at

SATURDAY, APRIL

QUALITY COUNTS
Hotel

AT

Adv.

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

at

7:04

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Buy Them by (he Box

For sale.

Victrola, almost new.
Price reasonable. Phone Main 300.

53.50

$40

t

Buy Them by (he Half Box

line in the city

See Emenaker for First Commun
ion goods; rosaries, prayer books, etc.

$1.90 V

Adv.

Business men's lunch, every Monday
from 1 'until 1:30 p. m. at the Re

Buy them by the Dozen
20 cents to 60 cents

main.

Cream
Whole Wheat,

Pan
Home-mad-

e

Graham
Don't buy until you see the Hudson
Little 6. The best car on the market
for the price. Adv.

STEARNS' STORE

We will have a Hudson Little 6 on
display here In a short time. Don't
fail to Investigate this car before buying. H. B. Hubbard, Agent. Adv.

W7'7

BREAD

The most delicious

line

boys

Sunday morning the pastor will
speak on "The Use cf Sunday." The
theme for the evening will be, "Fre-dofrom the Saloon."
The program by the Christian
on last Sunday evening was
well attended and greatly appreciated. The society expects
to undertake other tasks in the near future.
I

NORMAL

NOTES

Baer addressed the Trigonian
society Wednesday morning on "The
Value of Athletics to the School." The
members of the society were well
pleased with this talk and hope that
he will come again soon.
F. D.

Thursday and Friday the mid-ters
examinations were held, and the
are just beginning to recover
from the effects of these terrors.

Fresh every
day

Rye

Adv.

social next week in which the
will entertain the girls.

-

Therefore the best bakery

Adv.

18, 1914.

stu-ent-

Yesterday at chapel time the glee
orchestra rendered several
selectionsj before the student body. A
large amount of enthusiasm was
shown and the musical organizations
received hearty applause.
club and

of

cakes and cookjea in the city.
Also a complete line of buns.
Our orders always please..

The-- cast of "Bills," the
glee club
and the orchestra are all ready for
the program that is to be given at the
opera house this evening. The orches
tra is much larger this year than ever
before and is playing a higher class
of music. Those in this organization
are: Edward Hite, solo violin; Lola
Hjxenbaugh, first violin; Nellie Par-hell, flrst violin; Ida Harper, second
ropJlW Neva Chambers, second vixM
nn; Kiizbaeth. Hart, second violin;!
D. C. Barnett, pello;, .LeRoy Brown,
clarinet; Howard Petersen, flute;
Paul Marselle, first cornet; Ottway
C. Zingg, second cornet; Frank
Carl Ehrich, bass;
Ethel, Harper, piano; John Reed,
drums.
The orchestra will play three selec
tions this evening. They are as fol
lows: "Reine Valse," "Peg O' My
Heart" and Remlck's
Hits Medley
overture.

LIVERY aid REPAIRING
also carry
THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIRES, SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES IN THE CITY
We

'

ALL REP A
; GUARANTEED

"r-

LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

LAS VEGASIMOTOR CAR CO.
EFORMERLYJ

r"

mm

LAS VEGAS FOED SAIESICOMPANY
--

,

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
Romaine Fielding has written from
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv. Galveston to friends here that, he is
now able to work after several weeks
Germinal A tale of rivalry In love of rainy weather. yielding is at the
and JealSpTJatred that ' does, not fal- head of a Lubin western company.
ter, even fn,J,he presence of death ItTomorrow afternoon at Amusement
self. ".Browne"' Theater . Sunday an
park a baseball game will be nlaved
Monday. Adv.
Mfetiweeti teams froni bolh' sides st
&
!
'
r,.?. j v. v
See Emenaker for Fust JTpmmuni rfven Orrin Blood lhas charge of the!
ion, goods; rosaries, prayer books, etc. East side team, ;h'lle Frank Angel is
at the head of the West, side team.
Adv.
No admission will be charged.'
No one can see "Germinal" and reThe board of county commissioners
main unmoved. It touches, the depths
of human Borrow and joints th,n-ge- r met at 2 o'clock this afternoon to con.
of scorn at man's inhumanity to sider bids for the erection of the fills
man. Browne Theater Sunday and at the Prince street bridge. It was
expected the contracts would be
Monday. Adv.
awarded late this afternoon. The
H. C. Kinell was arrested last night bridge has beeri completed for some
by Santa Fa Officer Kinmari on the time, but has not been in use, as it
cannot be reached by vehicles until
charge of vagrancy, and this morning
paid the costs of a trial before Judge the approaches are built.
Murray and was released on the conThe West side town government
at once.
dition that he leave" the c
will change Tuesday at noon, accord
See Emenaker for FirBt Commun ing to present arrangements. It was
ion goods; rosaries, prayer books, etc. planned for the retiring officers to
surrender their offices last night, but
Adv.
they were unable to complete their
Zola's most famous work, Germinal work in time to carry out the pro5 reels
acted by the ablest players gram. The retiring council will hold
evening.
of France who were inspired by this its last meeting Monday
Mayor-elec- t
Romero
will
,
succeed
medium
as
a
for
great play
fitting
their talents. Browne Theater Sun Mayor Delgado automatically at noon
,:'
Tuesday.
day and Monday. Adv.
"

'

Direct from the Indian, Reservations-Ldr- ge
Bui viiivu
iiiiv vuivi nig,.? umijuv faiivi
prices.

As- -

ii'au

These blankets are Genuine .Souvenirs of the
Great "Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

Ci RLES

ILFELD COMPANY

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

THE FIRST STEP
toward perfect baking Is the
selection of the, right flour.
It will be no false step If yon
choose the famous Pure Quill
brand. Good bakers will tell
you that with this flour they
can be surer of better results
than with any other. Take
the hint and order a sack of

Pure Quill today. You cannot do a good act too quickly.

o?e Las Vegas Roller Mills
Jefferson Reynolds, President
E. D. Raynolda, Vice President
S. B. Davis, Vice President
Hallet Raynolds, Cashier. ;
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

BUG

There will be special music and a
stereopticon lecture at the Methodist
church tomorrow evening. The lecture, which will; be illustrated by a
set of 70 beautiful colored slides, will
deal with the immigration problem.
One of the music features will, be a
solo with violin.' obllgato entitled
"Christ is Risenj" by Dressier. ".Mrs.
A. F. Morrissette, who is to sing the
solo, will be accompanied by Miss
Thelma Coman, violinist A cordial
welcome is extended 10 all...

FOR
furnished
rooms for light housekeeping. Reasonable terms. 711 Slicth street
RENT-Comfort-

FIRST NATIONAL BAMS

able

OF LAS VEGAS, N. Ui

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
re prepared to five the best

interest PsM en

of service

Ttzza Cs&ssita

ft A
j

!.

D Eza cf lb
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cf ErayEfcg

Eeiila

SR.AN BR.EAD
ll.xle from Sterilized Wheat Bran and Pure Whole Wheat
Flour.

Eecanimesded by Physicians

FILES!! EVCR.Y TUESDAY AND THURSDAY

The

Diamond-Apri- l's

Non-Ski-

n

:i

'

.

ALL WORK

GONE AT OUR

-G-

UARANTEED FOR ITS PEKFECTNESS

W.

....2

Philadelphia

L.

Pet
1.000
1.000
.750
.500
.500
.250
.000

Brooklyn

2

0
0

Pittsburgh
Cincinnati

3

1

1

1

Chicago
St. Louis

1

1

1

3

Boston
0
New York
0
American League
Chicago ...
New York
Washington
St. Louis
Detroit ...

.

Boston

2
2

L.

Pet.

4

1.000

2

2

1

2

1

1

2
2
2

l

'

7

7--4

-

1.000
.667
.667
.333
.333

0
.000
While tearing away the Umbers of Cleveland
0
2
.000
the floor of the Malbof building on Philadelphia
Federal League
Bridge street, formerly accupied by
L.
W.
Pet
the Brown Trading company, a large
. ,
1
0
1.000
quantity of brass and other metals Brooklyn
.500
....1
valued! at about $700 was discovered Baltimore
.500
i
yesterday afternoon! The brass! was Indianapolis
i- .500
In the form of equipment used by the Chicago . .w
.500
l
Santa Fe Railway company. .Other Kansas City,,,
.500
i
'Pieces at metal with the company's Buffalo ..;
.500
l
marka were foundt This brings, light St. Louis
o
.000
to the fact that at one timei the Santa Pittsburgh.
Western League
Fe Railway company was the victim
W.
.
L.
of brass thieves in Las Vegas.
Pet.
..
0
1.000
officer for, the Topeka
j 'F.- II. Hitf. special
Santa,' Fe Railway company, was in Sioux city ,.' ...
.;..i 0 1.000
0
1.000
this city today and made .an investiga Denver ...
,...1
tion of the find. The1 exact amount of Omaha ...
,...1, 0 1.000
metal is about 400 pounds and Judg- Wichita
.000
,...o . I
...0 a .t. .ooo
ing from the marks on the brasses, St. Joseph
used on the axles of passenger and Lincoln . ..
Q.
I l.m: .000
0
1
freight cars, the property was stolen Des Moines
.000
between seven and 12 years ago.'
A man named A. A. Wiol occupied
BASEBALL TODAY
American League
the building under which the metal
St. Louis at Chicago.
was found about ten years ago and
In the Junk (business.
wja
It te ; Philadelphia at Boston.
Cleveland at Detroit.
thought he may have purchased the
:
Washington at New York
goods and Btored them under the
'
.;
building. Disposition of metal of this
; National League
kind, with the Santa Fe Railway comPittsburgh at Cincinnati ,
New York at Brooklyn.
pany's mark, Is difficult without danger of arrest, and Wiel 13 thought to
Chicago at St. Louis.
have decided to hold it for a time
Boston at Philadelphia.
before selling it.
Federal League
The entire lot of metal was removed
Brooklyn at Pittsburgh.
from the. Maloof property today and
Chicago at Kansas City.
returned to the Santa Fe Railway , Buffalo at Baltimore.
company. Mr.' Maloof la tearing down
Indianapolis at St. Louis..
the building to, make room for a new
Western League
structure.
Des Moines, la., April 18.-

Recently a Las Vegas lady had her order made out to send East
for 1125.00 worth of floor coverings. We heard of same and she
kindly permitted us to give her figures. It is only necessary to say
we got her business, saving h er money and
giving her standard
qualities. WE CAN DO THE SAME FOR YOU.

JOHNSEN' & SO.
American League

"

;.

Prices on

urn:

.000

W.

0
0

Do Not Be Deceived by Low

Philadelphia
joston . .

...0

Washington
New York

..4
..1

1

At Chicago
Cleveland
3 0 Chicago
6 8
Batteries:
ana uariscn;

R.H.E,

YESTERDAY'S

7
4

0
7

BASEBALL"

'H.H.E..

......5

8

3

e 11

Hagerman, Oallamore
Faber, Russell and

Schalk.
At New York

R.

H.E.

0
Philadelphia
New York
.............4
Batteries:
Brown, Wyckoff
Lapp; Caldwell and Sweeny.

3
7

Lincoln

9

0--

&

and

National League
At Philadelphia
R, H. E.
New York
.
2
Federal league
Philadelphia
......3 8 1
Batteries : Tesreau and McLean ;
R. H. R
At Kansas
Mayer and Killifer.
3 12 I
Chicago ...
., At Brooklyn
.
R.H. E. Kansas City
.4 11 l
A
Boston ...
s a Batteries:
Brennan, Prendergast
Brooklyn
......5 11 0 and Wflson; Hennlng and Brown.
Batteries:
Rudolph and Gowdy;
R. H. B.
At Baltimore
Altchison and Miller.
.
4 8 1
Buffalo
At St. Louis
r, h. E. Baltimore
3 9 2
2
6 2
Pittsburgh '.
Batteries:
Purroy, Schlitzer, Ford
St. Louis
0 4 1 and
Blair; Wilhelm, Smith and Jack-lltsc- h.
'
Batteries: Kantlehner and Gibson;
Perritt and Snyder.
M St. Louis
R. h. T.
:
At Cincinnati
R H E. Jnuianapolls
4 9 2
Chicago
......6 ' 6o 1 St. Louis
11 2
...5
Cincinnati
2
5
Batteries: Moseley and Rariden;
'
Batteries: , Vaughan,
Lavender, Willett and Simon.
R.H.E. Cheney and Archer; Davenport, Lear
.
g 12
4 and Clark, Gonzales..
Western League
13 10 5
American League
At Lincoln
ft TT in
Stevenson and Crossby;
At Detroit1
It. H. E.
'

........16

-

Birthstone
Symbolizes purity and is
supreme among precious
stones in its fascination
for mankind. See us before you buy

04

JFor thS best on the market today see us.
Miller
of plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything need-e- d
for the auto.

National League

-

,TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

v

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

STANDING OF THE CLUBS

"

The Mora county district court will
hold its spring session in Mora a STOLEN' METAL FOUND
week from Monday. Among the imAT I1A10OF
portant cases for consideration is that
of the state against Felipe1 M. Chacon.
Chacon, under indictment for, criminal
HUNDRED
POUNDS
OF
libel, secured a change of venue to FOUR
BRASS WAS STOLEN FROM
,Mora county. Chacon formerly was
SANTA FE 10 YEARS AGO
associate editor of Lft'Voa del Pueblo.

TIliESrAPO TUBES

Y

CHRISTIAN

CHURCH

NOTES

,

The Ladies' aid has been doing
some excellent work at the tabernacle
this week. It has a social planned
for next week.
Mr. D. L. Batchelor Is acting as
temporary superintendent of the Sun
day school. Interest is rapidly grow- ug in the school. '' The work in the
adult department is receiving particular attention.
Tho "Who Do?" Ci28 yill have a

Omaha .
Dr Moines
Batteries:
Slattery and Shaw.

'

National League
New York
.
Brooklyn

St. Ix)uis

......2

7

0

..........15

2

'

Hoston

...

Philadelphia

3

Denver
1 n n
Batteries:
Ehman, Cooney and
Hamilton and Crossin;
R. H. E, Covaieskie and Stanage.
Meyers; Mitchell and Spahr. '
At Topeka
g
R. H. E.
R. H. E.
jj 3 At Boston
9 10
1 7 0 Wichita
2 Washington
..2 5 2
3 Topeka ,
0
2
Boston .
..3 8 0
3 5
Batteries: Durham and Graham;
Butteries: r.oohling and Henry;
Brown and McAllister.
Leonard and Carrlgan.
5,1
Detroit ...
Batteries:

